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Abstract
Many information-rich domains, from aviation to crisis response, require
accurate responses under extreme time constraints. Paper checklists have been shown
to improve important outcome measures. While these paper checklists are valuable,
they are static, slow to access, and show both too much and too little information.
Little is known about how to design checklists well, especially new forms of
computer-aided checklists; experts produce most existing designs in an ad-hoc manner.
In response, we introduce the Dynamic Procedure aids approach. Dynamic
Procedure aids address four key problems in checklist usage: ready access to the aids,
rapid assimilation of their content, professional acceptance of their use in medical
procedures, and the limited attention available to their users. This design solution
arose through a multi-year participation in medical crisis response training featuring
realistic team simulations. A study compared Dynamic Procedure aids, paper aids, and
no aid conditions, finding that participants with Dynamic Procedure aids performed
significantly better than with paper aids or no aid. This study introduces the Narrative
Simulation paradigm for comparatively assessing expert procedural performance
through a score-and-correct approach
Next, this thesis compares alternative checklist design proposals, distills
effective design patterns, and shows that designing checklists with these features
improves performance. A two-part experiment with medical participants was
conducted in a laboratory with an eye-tracker. The first part compared time
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performance, eye-traces, and memory retention for five alternative checklist designs.
From the results and design patterns, we distilled three key design principles to
support rapid reading and instantiated them in a new design style. The second part
compared the original designs to this redesigned style, called RapidRead. Applying
these RapidRead principles reduced variance in response times, importantly
minimizing the frequency of slow responses.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Medicine, especially emergency medical procedures, is complex and timepaced, resulting in errors and adverse outcomes, about half of which have been
estimated to be unnecessary. Simple checklists have been demonstrated to reduce
errors, but checklists have themselves been criticized for slowing down medical
procedures and competing for attention with the patient. In this thesis, we treat
interaction with checklists as a problem in human-computer interaction with certain
novel constraints. We analyze some of the weaknesses of the usual paper checklists
and use the result to propose designs for replacing paper checklists with interactive
displays that share information among team members, employ formatting to speed up
use, are designed to be multitasked with patient care, and dynamically tune the
information displayed to the task.

1

Figure 1 Dr. David Gaba running a simulated medical crisis.1

This dissertation introduces and evaluates interactive information systems for
complex perilous procedures (CPP), such as those arising in surgery and hospital
crisis responses. In contrast with the routine cognitive skill of many office tasks [Card
et al. 1983], these procedures are at the edge of tractable complexity [Patterson 2007;
Rochlin et al. 2005; Gawande 2009]. Errors are easy to make, yet the perilous
environment is severely unforgiving of even small errors. Also, complex procedures,
like medical crisis response and aircraft carrier work, require intricately coordinated
multi-tasking, are team-based, and strongly time-paced [Patterson et al. 2002; Rochlin
et al. 2005].

1

Photo courtesy of http://www.flickr.com/photos/stanfordedtech

2

1.1.

Complexity and Errors

Arguably, there is no complex perilous procedure domain with more impact
than surgery and emergency medical care. The number of surgeries performed
globally each year is about 234 million and rising [Haynes et al. 2009]. However, the
complexity of surgery and related medical crisis care leads to a higher level of adverse
outcomes than necessary [Gawande 2009]. The influential “Harvard Study” looked at
deaths in hospitals and estimated there are between 44,000 and 98,000 deaths that
resulted from preventable harm per year [Brennan et al. 1991; Leape et al. 1991].
More recent estimates put that number closer to 400,000 [James 2013]. Other studies
estimate about half of adverse outcomes are preventable [Kohn et al. 2000; Davis et al.
2002; Vincent et al. 2000; Neale et al. 2001; Dekker 2011]. To avoid harm, many
tasks must be executed almost perfectly by highly-skilled teams working tightly
together under significant time pressure. One study counted 178 tasks per day for the
average patient in an Intensive Care Unit [Donchin et al. 1995]: each task puts the
patient at risk. Beyond the need for almost faultless execution, the vast number of
conditions and remedies increases the complexity. The WHO international disease
classification system lists 13,600 diagnoses, 6000 drugs, and 4000 medical and
surgical procedures [Center For Disease Control 2005].
To manage this complexity, doctors have begun to adopt risk-management
techniques from aviation, such as training in simulation environments, crew resource
management, and the use of checklists [Gaba et al. 1994; Gaba et al. 2001]. Aviation,
like nuclear power and space flight, is a CPP domain where checklists have been
studied for decades [Boorman 2001; Burian et al. 2005; Degani and Wiener 1990;
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Gawande 2009; Harrison et al. 2006; Haynes et al. 2009; Ziewacz et al. 2011].
Applied to medicine, checklists do, in fact, reduce errors for both simulated medical
crisis response [Arriaga et al. 2013; Harrison et al. 2006; Ziewacz et al. 2011] and
routine tasks such as pre-surgery setup [Makary et al. 2006] or inserting central lines
[Pronovost et al. 2006].
1.2.

Checklists

Using even simple checklists can substantially reduce adverse events
[Pronovost et al. 2006]. Without checklists, physicians skipped at least one step while
putting in a central line (a catheter used to administer fluids) about a third of the time
[ibid]. Using a checklist reduced ten-day infection rates from 11% to 0% in his first
study. Introducing checklists into Michigan hospitals decreased infection rates by 66%
and saved about $175 million, and more than 1500 lives, in the first 18 months. When
extended to hospitals of different types and countries, introducing checklists saw
major complications from surgery drop 36% and deaths 47% [Gawande 2009]. As
McConnell writes, checklists are an important “vessel of safety culture” [McConnell
et al. 2012]. These benefits generalize to procedurally organized knowledge, often
called cognitive aids [Chu and Fuller 2011]. Anesthesia care teams improve their
performance with increased use of cognitive aids [Harrison et al. 2006].
Though medical checklists have drawn inspiration from aviation, there are
important differences between the domains, especially in team composition and work.
In aviation, the physical ergonomics are static and highly regulated. Aircrews sit in
cockpits where controls and displays are co-designed and co-located [Hutchins 1995].
By contrast, operating rooms (ORs) have sensors, information displays, and
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interaction points spread throughout the environment [Mentis et al. 2012; Sarcevic et
al. 2010]. Cockpit crews work in small teams of two or three, and typically have
similar backgrounds. Hospital crisis care teams may comprise surgeons,
anesthesiologists, pharmacists, nurses, technicians, and other specialists, arranged
around the patient, each with their own cultures, roles, and equipment. Not only must
staff work under time pressure, risk, and uncertainty; they must also cope with the
coordination and communication complexity inherent in team-based crisis care
[Hunziker et al. 2011]. These complexities lead to breakdowns in effective crisis care:
missed steps, timing errors, lack of a shared mental model, and poor resource
management.
Checklists have the potential to mitigate and recover from these breakdowns,
but they must be carefully implemented or they could exacerbate potential problems.
For example, finding and searching checklists can induce additional time, attentional
demand, and complexity [McConnell et al. 2012]. This procedural interference—and
cultural skepticism—has slowed checklists’ adoption by medical teams [Gawande
2009; Winters et al. 2009]. As Verdaasdonk et al. [2009] put it: “Time governs
willingness and compliance in the use of checklists.” In psychological terms,
perceived time may be the more salient variable. Even Gawande, one of checklists’
foremost promoters, noted the usability failure of his first attempt to make a viable
checklist [Gawande 2009]. Furthermore, given that medical checklists are designed as
cognitive aids, it is ironic that checklist deployments sometimes give the impression of
an externally imposed barrier or disruption, ignorant of skill, wisdom, and context.
Thomassen, et al. [2010] note that “Despite the increasing use of checklists in
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healthcare worldwide, few studies have explored personnel experiences in using this
new tool.” Those that have (e.g., [Fourcade et al. 2012]) find barriers such as the
checklist slowing or otherwise disrupting the procedure. Though current checklists
often provide benefits, their costs have impeded changes in medical practice. This
leads us to believe that a stronger benefit:cost ratio could tip the scales.
1.3.

Approach

Our approach to checklists was to use participant observation to induct a set of
core problems to be solved. From these we developed a set of core design concepts to
address the core problems. These guided a set of prototyping studies that explored
possible designs. Finally, we tested our resulting design with experiments based on a
technique we call Narrative Simulation.
Over the first 16 months working with doctors, we observed more than 50
hours of simulated crisis scenarios at a state-of-the-art, high-fidelity, medical
simulator on campus. We observed medical teams responding to both operating room
crises and cardiac arrests. Furthermore, we engaged in a number of design critique
sessions with participants in these simulated operating rooms. Based on these sessions
and a participatory design process with collaborating doctors, we created and analyzed
more than 50 static design variations for Dynamic Procedure aids, as well as two
functional web prototypes. We identified four key design concepts: Ready access,
rapid assimilation, professional acceptance, and limited attention. This observation
and design work created the first version of Dynamic Procedure aids (chapter 3).
Our goals were to evaluate these aids on medical doctors using a method that
was fast, efficient, and had easily comparable results. We developed the Narrative
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Simulation approach to accomplish this (chapter 4). Narrative Simulation—inspired
by the MegaCode video training materials [ACLS-Algorithms 2012]—presents
scenarios in a linear fashion, no matter how the participants responds. The participants
saw a slide-based presentation that automatically advances to tell the patient story. For
example they may initially learn that the patient is a 64-year old male with a certain
blood pressure and heart rate. Later, the scenario presents that the heart rate has
changed. The scenario slide then asks the participant how they will respond. The
participant’s response is recorded and assessed for accuracy. The system then presents
the canonically accurate response, describes the action taken and continues the story.
This linearity and synchronization enables comparison across participants and
conditions at each step. In the Narrative Simulation evaluations, when participants
used the Dynamic Procedure aids they answered more questions correctly than when
they used paper aids or didn’t use any aids (chapter 4).
To get a deeper understanding of aid use, our second study looked at
information finding speed and eye-trace data on different aid designs (chapter 5). We
choose speed because there is a limited amount of time doctors can switch attention
away from their primary task to attend to a cognitive aid. If information assimilation
cannot be completed in a single glance, it will be ignored or remembered and
continued on another cycle [Salvucci and Taatgen 2008]. In addition, medical tasks in
emergency medicine are also time-paced: there is limited time before a deadline by
which they must be done. The design concept of fitting a checklist or cognitive aid
step into a multi-tasking cycle we call a step-at-a-glance user interface.
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It is not only speed that is important here. Predictability is perhaps even more
important. It is better to have a low variance by being consistently fast than to be
extremely fast most of the time but sometimes extremely slow. Therefore, step-at-aglance aids must quickly and reliably tell the doctor what she needs to know when she
needs to know it.
We introduce a set of techniques for increasing the speed of searching for
information on demand in cognitive aids called RapidRead (chapter 5). The compact
object-action language frees space on the display and visual chunks grouped for faster
search by providing a short verbal handle. Visual chunks constrain visual search and
this effect is amplified by the dynamic adjustment of focus+context.
Health professionals (medical doctors and EMTs) were given cognitive aids
and asked questions related to Advanced Cardiac Life Support. Each question was
asked for five different aid designs and required participants to visual find the answer.
Response times were measured and eye-gaze recorded using an eye-tracker. Dynamic
aids were shown to have faster and more consistent response times. Using variations
on paper and Dynamic aids, RapidRead design principles were verified and improved.
1.4.

Contributions of this work

This thesis makes contributions in three areas:
•

We introduce Dynamic Procedure aids and highlight their four key design
concepts that came out of our design work: ready access, rapid assimilation,
professional acceptance, and limited attention. Two studies found that
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Dynamic Procedure aids perform better than paper aid styles in both Narrative
Simulations and information finding tasks.
•

The RapidRead approach introduces the object-action writing pattern,
organized into information patches and revealed/navigated through a
focus+context layout. These guidelines help by reducing information finding
time and eye-traces are more structured.

•

We developed Narrative Simulation, a scenario-driven evaluation technique. It
works well for domains where system usage can’t be isolated from
context/scenario of use. Potential applications include testing of ubicomp or
high-risk interfaces where you can’t quickly, easily, cheaply test in the actual
setting [Shami et al. 2005].
Our results suggest that Dynamic Procedure aids could also improve on

checklists in other domains, such as space flight, aviation, and complex machinery.
In general, CPP domains are good a good match for checklists, and thus our
techniques, because errors have high cost, tasks have many steps, and time pressure is
high. In the future we can continue this work by evaluating in high-fidelity simulations,
personalizing digital aids, and studying interaction with dynamic aids.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
Chapter 1 introduced complex perilous procedures, and highlighted some of
the major findings from the motivational work on checklists. This chapter dives more
deeply into three areas: medical errors and teamwork, human factors around multitasking and teamwork, and interfaces designed to improve multi-tasking and
teamwork.
2.1.

Medical errors and teamwork

Doctors work at the edge of tractable complexity [Gawande 2009; Patterson
2007; Rochlin et al. 2005]. There are an overwhelming 13,000 issues a patient can be
treated for, 6,000 different drugs, and 4,000 medical and surgical procedures
[Gawande 2009]. In addition, doctors must also have nearly flawless execution of the
their treatment procedures [Gawande 2009]. While it is tempting to look at the low
accident and error rates other high-reliability organizations [Rochlin et al. 2005] and
just translate their successes over to medicine, this hasn’t proved to be a simple task
[Patterson 2007]. For example, the culture of continual training and learning on
aircraft carriers has developed organically in part because there is nearly one-hundred
percent turn-over every forty months [Rochlin et al. 2005]. A solution that works well
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in this idiosyncratic environment may not translate well to a health care domain
without understanding the human factors that underlie the success.
2.1.1. Medical errors

A review of studies that looked at preventable medical errors conservatively
puts them as the 8th-leading cause of death in the US [Kohn et al. 2000]. What errors
are we solving with checklists and what errors are not being solved?
Looking at ten themes from a detailed analysis of five medical adverse events
(medical treatments with harmful or undesired complications) [Patterson et al. 2002]
we can split them into two groups. Issues from Patterson et al. that will likely not be
helped by crisis checklists include: goal conflicts with safety, reduced resources and
expertise, poor coordination across service “silos”, poor observability of patient status,
and degraded ability to detect a problem and recover. These issues have to do with
available personal and team resources and the need to be ready prior to the crisis.
The issues from Patterson et al. that crisis checklists may help solve include:
complexity, deviation from nominal workflow, missed side effects of change, poor
dynamic task re-allocation, and poor hand-off briefing. These are issues where having
the right information or reminder at hand can be the difference between correct and
incorrect action.
Specifically, we can look at the sub-items cited under complexity: distributed
work and interconnections between roles, high workload, time pressure, complex
medical regimen, non-standard use of medication, and new treatment [Patterson et al.
2002]. These issues are quite similar to the motivating issues of CPP domains, and the
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prominence of these complexity-based problems shows that complexity-reducers like
checklists should help.
2.1.2. Medical teamwork and coordination

Teamwork and coordination warrant consideration because medical teams are
multi-disciplinary, and patient safety as well as clinical performance depend on them
[Kolbe et al. 2011]. When teams transition into crisis they must also quickly adapt
their coordination techniques, such as spending more time on information
management to keep team members apprised of each other’s actions [Burtscher et al.
2011]. Medical simulations have been used teach and test teamwork and coordination
in a realistic manner [Gaba et al. 1994; Gaba et al. 2001; Kharasch et al. 2011; Bong et
al. 2010]. Teams that do well in simulated crisis scenarios spend more time on
coordinating activities, like thinking out loud, whereas teams that do poorly spend
more time working independently and don’t efficiently use available resources
[Manser et al. 2009].
Medical teams have looked to aviation to help improve teamwork and
coordination by adopting resource management techniques [Gaba 2011a; Gaba et al.
1994], also called non-technical skills [Nestel et al. 2011; Gaba 2011b]. In order to
treat a patient, doctors must not only know how to operate their tools, but they must
also know task management skills like planning and preparing; team work skills like
confirming roles and responsibilities, identifying a leader, and sharing information;
situation awareness skills like vigilance in monitoring and anticipating problems; and
decision making skills like balancing risks and re-evaluating the situation [Flin et al.
2010].
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2.2.

Human Factors

2.2.1. Multi-tasking: Attention and Interruptions

Doctors multi-task during crisis response, including diagnosing the patient,
treating the patient, coordinating with the team, and continuing to monitor the
patient’s vitals. Multi-tasking is characterized by a serial execution of multiple streams
of thought. For example, you can be cooking a couple of different dishes
simultaneously, but you can only attend to one at a time [Salvucci and Taatgen 2008].
Multi-tasking can allow a set of tasks to be performed in less time than it would take
to do each task serially [Frisch et al. 2012], but this isn’t without a heavy cost. People
respond more slowly and make more errors immediately after a task switch [Monsell
2003], and nobody is as good at multi-tasking as they think they are [Sanbonmatsu et
al. 2013].
Other challenges doctors face during crisis are that time pressure increases
effort, as does keeping multiple things in the memory at once [Kahneman 2011].
Another risk of errors emerges when one is fully mentally engaged with a difficult
problem, because they can be so focused that they completely miss visual and auditory
information in their environment [Kahneman 2011].
Finally, task interruptions happen constantly as new information is revealed
during the crisis, but interruptions can lead to forgetting what they were previously
doing [Cutrell et al. 2000] and similar prospective memory errors [Dismukes and
Nowinski 2007]. This means each time you switch mid-tasks while multi-tasking you
not only lose time, but you also run the risk of forgetting something.
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2.2.2. Teamwork and Coordination

Acting in concert as a team is not an easy task. Much prior work has tried to
understand how teams coordinate by looking at situation awareness, shared mental
models, communication, and grounding.
A shared mental model refers to a shared understanding of a situation between
two or more people. Then, when a decision needs to be made, the team can act using
shared well-structured knowledge, without spending a lot of time aligning their
understanding [Mathieu et al. 2000; Cannon-Bowers et al. 1993]. More recently,
researchers believe that shared situation awareness is constructed through social
interactions on the fly, rather than through primarly pre-existing knowledge [Heath et
al. 2002].
This is similar to how people construct shared understanding in conversations
[Clark and Brennan 1991]. This grounding is a conversational back and forth so that
both individuals in the conversation know that the other person understands them
[Clark and Brennan 1991]. This is easier, requiring less time and complexity in words,
if people in the conversation share a visual reference [Gergle and Clark 2011].
2.3.

Designing for multi-tasking and low attention

For inspiration in how to deal with the medical domain, we can look to prior
HCI research on interfaces for multi-tasking and group coordination.
2.3.1. Peripheral displays and multi-tasking

Peripheral and ambient displays [Vogel and Balakrishnan 2004] provide
information to support a task without requiring consistent attention [Matthews et al.
2009; Maglio and Campbell 2000]. Peripheral displays have been used for monitoring
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secondary tasks, such as keeping good posture while sitting at a computer [Jafarinaimi
et al. 2005], as well as for supporting primary tasks, such as supporting balanced faceto-face discussion [Bachour and Kaplan 2009]. One of the earliest examples of a
peripheral display was Natalie Jeremijenko’s “Dangling String”, in which a hanging
string would wiggle proportionally to local Ethernet traffic [Brown and Weiser 1996].
This poetic presentation portrays otherwise opaque information at a glance, and acts as
an inspiration to the kind of interface that we want to build.
Peripheral displays are, by definition, designed for multi-tasking and thus have
two major considerations that single-focus systems don’t have: Awareness and
Distraction [Matthews et al. 2009]. Awareness issues deal with the ease of extracting
information from the display. By this definition, increasing awareness means making
displays faster to understand and easier to monitor. For example, using visual
afterglow effects to highlight critical changes that may have happened while the user
wasn’t paying attention might help people monitor peripheral displays [Baudisch et al.
2006]. The other primary goal for peripheral designs is to reduce distraction from the
primary task, for example by minimizing motion [Maglio and Campbell 2000].
Another technique for handling multi-tasking to include modeling user
workload in order to only interrupt the primary task when it will have the lowest cost
[Adamczyk and Bailey 2004; Bailey and Iqbal 2008; Iqbal and Bailey 2005].
In the medical domain, doctors must maintain awareness of the patient’s status,
progress in treatment, and team members’ actions. Vitals displays are a prime example
of a peripheral display. Machines display vitals with enough history so that if doctors
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need to look away for short periods of time they don’t miss critical changes. They
minimize motion by using a trace line that sweeps across the screen instead of a
scrolling display [Seagull et al. 2001]. This means that, in contrast to a scrolling
display, once a data point has been placed on the screen it doesn’t move until the
screen has cycled back around and written over it.
2.3.2. Designing Checklists

Checklists and related tools have been built in many domains. A few prior
papers have compared alternative presentation styles for tasks such as programming
[Brandt et al. 2010], and furniture assembly [Agrawala et al. 2003]. However, this
empirical literature is sparse and does not address rapid information acquisition tasks
in externally-paced domains like medical crisis response.
Work on paper checklists in aviation has focused on the importance of good
typography in making checklists easy and fast to read [Degani 1992]. In medicine,
design advice, in the form of a checklist for making checklists [Gawande 2013],
provides guidelines for distilled from experience, such as using “fewer than 10 items
per pause point”.
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Chapter 3
OBSERVATIONS AND DESIGN CONCEPTS
In our 16 months working with doctors, we observed more than 50 hours of
simulated crisis scenarios at a state-of-the-art, high-fidelity, medical simulator on
campus. We observed medical teams responding to both operating room crises and
cardiac arrests. From behind a one-way mirror, we saw dozens of medical residents
work with confederate actors to handle complex and unexpected patient crises. We sat
in on the post-simulation debriefs organized by the medical teaching staff, as they
taught the principles of crisis resource management [Gaba et al. 2001]. Furthermore,
we engaged in a number of design critique sessions with participants in these
simulated operating rooms.
3.1.

Participants and Process

High-fidelity medical simulation (see Figure 2) offers a unique opportunity to
investigate crisis response, without endangering live patients and without posing
privacy concerns. These simulations were created to provide a safe, realistic setting for
medical education and doctor re-certification [Gaba et al. 2001]. They place one or
more students in an operating room with a confederate crew of nurses and doctors.
Behind the scenes, the simulation team uses theater-like mixing boards along with
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computers to remotely control the patient mannequin responses and directs the inroom confederate crew in order to realize the scenario for the students. The patient
mannequin has enough functionality to make it all feel real: it has a pulse, it breathes,
it can take IV fluids, it’s eyes can dilate, it’s forehead can sweat, and it can even make
small seizure-like movements.

Figure 2 High-fidelity crisis simulations are run in realistic settings with theater production.2

Our observation focused on the practice of operating room (OR)
anesthesiology. In the hospital setting we observed that OR anesthesiologists are
responsible for managing emergent events during perioperative patient care.

2

Photo courtesy of http://www.flickr.com/photos/stanfordedtech
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Anesthesiologists are trained to recognize and respond to medical emergencies and
take on the role of team leader once this occurs. Like pilots, anesthesiologists prepare
for the beginning of surgery (“take-off”), keep an eye on the controls, the end
(“landing”), and have been characterized as having “hours of boredom punctuated by
moments of terror” [Gaba et al. 1994; Gaba 2007; Rehmann et al. 1983]. Both fields
have different checklists and protocols for routine care versus crisis care.

Figure 3 (left) an early paper prototype with embedded WHO checklist. (right) Another early prototype
where we tried out timeline and patient monitors. These were eventually discarded to simplify.

We created more than 50 different dynamic checklist prototypes at various
fidelities (see Figure 3), sat in on actual surgery, and reviewed video recordings of
simulated crises with medical faculty to walk through user errors and opportunities for
software system interventions. To understand the interaction demands, an interactive
Web application was developed using HTML and JavaScript. This prototype used
WebSockets to synchronize tablet and large-screen displays and was deployed in two
high-fidelity operating room simulations. Initial prototypes addressed general surgery.
Later prototypes concentrated on a task domain of cardiac arrest treatment in a
hospital setting because of its ubiquity and importance. This includes a set of about
eight cardiovascular diagnoses that result in life-threatening crisis situations. For
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example, Bradycardia is a potentially fatal arrhythmia that causes the heart to beat
dangerously slow; Tachycardia is dangerously fast; and Asystole is defined by the
absence of electrical activity in the heart. The medical term for this domain is
Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) [Neumar et al. 2010].
3.2.

Key Design Concepts

This section describes the four problem areas that emerged from our
participatory design (Table 1): 1) ready access (making the aids themselves more
rapidly and reliably accessible to the team), 2) rapid assimilation (decreasing the time
to find and assimilate information from the aid), 3) professional acceptance
(increasing team acceptance of the aid), and 4) limited attention (improving the ability
to multitask with the aid). For each area, we identified a key design concept
formulated to shift the aid to reduce the cost or increase the benefit for the medical
staff. We also provide the concrete instantiation of that concept in the Dynamic
Procedure Aid System and our design rationale for why it should help.
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Table 1: The four key issues; their induced design shifts; and proposed solution components.

NEED

KEY CONCEPT

DESIGN
INSTANTIATION(
S)

HOW IT
ADDRESSES
PROBLEM

1. Ready Access:
Hard to find; Hard
to share

Shared Display:
Make aids visible to team
through large-screen display.

Mirror display and
interaction across
multiple largescreens and tablets

Provides shared
context, facilitates
finding checklist,
provides more detail

Reformulation of
step to be findable
and readable in small
bursts.
Object/Action,
compressible
checklist language.
Progressive aid
protocols.

Faster read, skim,
search due to:
- reduction in
number of words
- stereotyped
syntax
- Information
mapping
Processable in small
time units for
multitasking
Provides incentive to
use system,
familiarizes and
habituates
practitioners

Checklist ➜ Resource
Management

Rapid access to team
names, supplies,
calculators, reference
Allow aid to
transition from
routine to crisis,
display additional
resources

Attention Aids:
Direct interface focus
dynamically

Automated drug
timers and attentional
prompts

Cognitive aid serves
as attentional aid

DESIGN SHIFT:

Paper ➜ Multiple shared displays
2. Rapid
Assimilation:
Too slow; Hard to
multitask with
patient care

Steps-at-a-Glance:
Procedure step processable in one
multitasking cycle. Focus on
what to do now in abbreviated
context. Simplify Display. Speed
reading and search.
DESIGN SHIFT:

Text ➜ Object/State +
Information mapping
3. Professional
Acceptance:
Mixed acceptance
leading to less use

Resources-at a-Glance:
Reframe checklists as part of a
larger, resource management
system.
DESIGN SHIFT:

4. Limited
Attention:
Narrow, scarce
attention under
stress

DESIGN SHIFT:

Attention regulator ➜ Attention
Aid
Focus+Context

3.2.1. Ready Access

Problem: The Invisible Paper Aid.

One fascinating and unexpected observation was that doctors responding to a
crisis would often start using a paper cognitive aid until they found an item on the aid
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that needed to be done. Then, they would put the checklist aid down on some flat
surface, where almost invariably it would be covered by something else and never
picked up again. Other times, doctors would hold the binder containing the aids in one
hand, without a convenient place to position the binder so that it was visible and yet
accessible. Furthermore, doctors were inconsistent in their use. Given identical
scenarios, some doctors never picked up the aid, others looked at it once, and others
made personal and/or public use of its information. Consequently, the aid’s useful
information was often invisible, hidden physically, or held by only one team member.
We also observed work practices and mental models. For example, one doctor
informed another of an important change in patient vitals, the other doctor failed to
hear, but this was not obvious. As a result, neither realized they held different mental
models of the situation. Unsurprisingly, coordinated mental models correlate with
improved team performance in both aviation [Mathieu et al. 2000] and medicine
[Manser et al. 2009].
Key Concept: Shared Displays.

We hypothesize that a large, shared display can mitigate both forgotten aids
and misaligned beliefs. It can provide a consistent physical location, legible from most
locations, supporting common ground [Clark and Brennan 1991; Clark 1996]—the
achievement of “a shared understanding of what is being discussed in a conversation
with multiple participants” [Birnholtz et al. 2010]. By providing shared visual
referents to the procedure, its state, and the resources involved, the grounding process
may be shortened. For example, if the display indicates which drugs were
administered, a query about them might be answered with a quick gesture or might not
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have to be asked at all. In other words, we hypothesize a shared display can make
cooperation more implicit and less explicit [Entin and Serfaty 1999], increasing speed
and reducing errors.
Our early software prototypes ran on a single large-screen display mounted on
a wall. However, any single location had blind spots for someone because to face the
patient would mean someone had to turn their back to the wall (See Figure 4).
Subsequent prototypes added a second display so that everyone had a clear view.
These displays can be permanently mounted in an OR, or brought in on “crash carts”
wheeled in during emergency codes. One benefit of a single, shared display is the
clarity of what everyone can see—in contrast with personal displays where it’s less
clear what individuals can see [Wallace et al. 2009]. Synchronizing the two displays
retains most of the grounding clarity that a shared display provides. Furthermore, a
synchronized view enables input to be driven by an individual, such as a nurse with a
tablet. Our process found nurses to be a valuable intervention point because of a
professional inclination to process adherence and functional role in organization and
support. Doctors could also give verbal commands to nurses for controlling the display.
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Figure 4: Doctor refers to digital aids on a large-screen display (left); Example OR layout (right)

3.2.2. Rapid Assimilation

Problem: Too Much, Much Too Slow

Checklist critics claim they are slow to use and consequently compete with
time and attention needed for the patient [Kendell and Barthram 1998; Winters et al.
2009; Verdaasdonk et al. 2009]. Checklists have differential benefits for distinguish
rare procedures from common ones. For rare medical events that a team has never
experienced, checklists provide new or poorly recalled information. Here, checklists
aids must be easy to understand. By contrast, for common events, checklists cover
routine and familiar material and serve as a reminder to not skip steps or make
assumptions too quickly. Here, checklists should be easy to skim, and remind
effectively. In between, checklists are used to look-up or confirm a particular fact,
such as a drug dosage. In all cases, to support rapidly shifting visual attention, steps
must also be fast to find and to re-find if the reader looks away to attend to something
else.
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Figure 5: Paper checklists provide valuable information. This checklist [Ziewacz 2011] exemplifies how
static information presentation can be hard to skim during crisis response.

Key Concept: Steps At a Glance.	
  

A useful way of designing for multitasking [Salvucci and Taatgen 2008;
Brumby et al. 2007] is to estimate a typical time interval during which the dominant
task can be neglected and to design steps of the secondary task so that they can be
completed in this turn length [Green 1999]. We introduce the step-at-a-glance concept
that information artifacts should be designed so that steps can be assimilated in one
glance. This chunking speeds use and facilitates attentional shifts when needed. Our
participatory design led to three techniques that reduce the time of assimilating a step.
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Balance simplicity and amount of information. Our early designs included
nearly every piece of information that participants suggested, and consequently
suffered from feature clutter (see Figure 3 right). This led to a display where in
principle everything was available but in practice little was findable. Technical,
information-rich domains often face this tension. Our challenge was exacerbated by
the wall-scale form factor, which requires clear legibility at a distance. A lesson we
learned repeatedly was that the scalpel can fruitfully be applied to interfaces.
Focus on current context. In reviewing prototypes, doctors strongly preferred a
clear and simple representation of the current context, even when that required
sacrificing useful but more peripheral information. Like turn-by-turn map directions,
the whole screen can be focused on the current step, simultaneously increasing
relevant information and reducing cognitive load [Jeung et al. 1997]. While paper is
restricted to a static display, software can emphasize currently needed information (see
Figure 6), such as a specific treatment protocol. Information that has already been used,
is not yet needed, or provides additional explanation for the curious can be minimized
by default and expanded if necessary. This approach expands the focus+context layout
strategy [Card et al. 1999; Bedersen 2000] to procedural documents.
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Figure 6: Dynamic Procedure Aid for Ventricular Tachycardia & Ventricular Fibrillation

Object/Action checklist language. Early medical crisis checklists [Ziewacz et
al. 2011] were presented as full sentences with comparatively little visual structure
(e.g., Figure 5). This is different from early aviation checklists where utilize the highly
constrained information structure and let the visual design can carry more of the
information load and improve usability [Burian 2004; Burian 2006]. Chu’s aids
leveraged this with richer visual presentation [Chu and Fuller 2011]. Our work
continued in this vein, extracting the basic procedural structure from written
descriptions and representing it graphically when appropriate. Increasing visual
structure and shortening the text speeds reading and improves scanning (see chapter 5).
We have designed a stylized language for re-expressing medical procedures in an
object/action compressed language. This language, loosely inspired by configuration
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checklists for aircraft [Burian 2004], reduces the number of words in a checklist, in
some cases by half. Whenever possible, each step begins with an object followed by
an action or state setting to be achieved for the object. For example, the steps

Increase FiO2 to 100%
Verify ischemia with 12 lead EKG if possible

could be re-expressed as
FiO2:

↑100%

Ischemia: Verify (Use 12-lead EKG)

We further exploit the structure by listing the object to the left, bold facing it,
and giving it larger type, creating a consistent information mapping [Horn 1990] from
content to visual form. We furthermore expand the steps of the procedure (see Figure
7) when they are at the point of execution to make available additional subsidiary
information. Collectively, these treatments are designed to increase speed for the
several types of procedure reading: direct reading, skimming, and searching.
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Figure 7: Compressed language combined with variable disclosure: selecting an element in the overview
(left) reveals additional details (right).

3.2.3. Professional Acceptance

Problem: Bridging the Gap.

As we have described, current checklist aids often improve outcomes, yet are
underused because some perceive an unfavorable cost:benefit ratio or an unwelcome
and unwise restriction on professional autonomy.
Key Concept: Resource at a Glance

According to literature reviews by [Degani and Wiener 1990; Degani and
Wiener 1993; Verdaasdonk et al. 2009], checklists should serve the following
functions:
• a defense strategy to prevent human errors
• a memory aid to enhance task performance
• standardization of the tasks to facilitate team coordination
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• a means to create and maintain a safety culture
• support for quality control by management, government and
inspectors

Highly-skilled professionals rarely welcome the oversight implied in the later
items of this list, even if this standardization on average improves outcomes. Even in
aviation, where checklist use is standardized, too many checklists reduce compliance
[Hales and Pronovost 2006]. At the same time, professionals in many fields seek better,
timely information. In one simulated crisis we observed, an anesthesia resident pulled
out his smartphone to search the Internet for information about a competing diagnosis
(thyroid storm). Because the form factor of the information was ill-suited for the
device and task, he spent about 5 minutes out of a 20 to 25 minute crisis reading his
device. We see this as evidence that bite-sized, contextually-relevant information is a
critical need. Therefore, we propose adding to this list another function:
• rapid access to task-relevant information mid-crisis

That is to say, we propose generalizing checklists into procedure aids.
To address these perceived and actual cost:benefit problems we expand the
benefits, reduce the usage costs, and emphasize the cognitive aid role over the
bureaucratic oversight role. Our work reframes the checklist aid concept to feature
them as the centerpiece of an integrated resource view. For example, at a large
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hospital, team members commonly don’t know the names of everyone else on the
team, especially when their medical attire, including surgical cap and facemask,
obscure much of their head and face. This often yields open-loop communication such
as “we need to get the crash cart” rather than closed-loop communication (e.g., “Jon
can you call for the crash cart”, Jon—“yes I will call for the crash cart”). The Dynamic
Procedure aids shared screen shows pictures and names of people in the room along
with information about those on their way to help (see Figure 8). This simple cognitive
aid makes the social space visible and, potentially, the communication more precise.

Figure 8: Integrating additional resources, like patient and team information, helps make the dynamic aid a
“one-stop shop”, encouraging usage.

Our prototypes also explored dashboards showing inventories of blood,
medicine, and other supplies available, the expected time to availability of laboratory
tests, patient records needed for the procedure, patient identification and procedure site,
and the plan of the procedure, names and roles of the operating team, and images
useful for the procedure. It can embed medical calculators already initialized to the
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patient’s weight and other parameters. Each time a team member would like to gather
resource information, they look to the same screen. By providing an integrated,
glanceable view of multiple, commonly-referenced resources, we hope to lower the
activation energy for acquiring information, facilitate serendipitous reminding, and
create the habit of more frequently consulting these resources.

Figure 9: An Anaesthesiologist monitors a standard patient vitals display.

3.2.4. Limited Attention

Problem: Paced, Multi-surface, Multi-user Attention.

Attention is a major limiting factor during crisis response [Takahashi et al.
2011]. Multiple co-located people work across multiple surfaces on a network of
interdependent, important tasks. For example, anesthesiologists may split visual
attention between a vitals display (see Figure 9), the patient, and a drug vial they are
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preparing, while simultaneously ensuring that other staff continue high-quality CPR.
Medical personnel must orient and attend cognitively, physically and socially. This
physically-distributed attention [Srinivasan et al. 2009] differs from desktop [Horvitz
et al. 2003] and mobile [Iqbal and Bailey 2010] attentional patterns, and complicates
the design of software for crisis teams.
Medical doctors aren’t alone in resisting lockstep adherence. For example, in
aviation, electronic checklists for routine operation (pre-flight checklists) sometimes
mandate step-by-step affirmation. These draconian systems have been poorly received
because even pilots don’t usually check off every item, the so-called READ-DO
method [Gawande 2009]. During routine operation, they mostly use the READCONFIRM method of performing several items from memory, then consulting the
checklist to see if they missed anything. This chunking of multiple operations saves
time and hassle. And during crisis response, the required speed of crisis response
makes step-by-step affirmation unworkable.
People naturally modulate their care in response to challenge and risk [Bergen
et al. 2013]. For pilots, the extreme hazards of transoceanic flight engender greater
diligence, and they often employ the more cautious READ-DO approach. We
hypothesize that enabling this flexibility increases adoption.
Which doesn’t mean people always make the right call when left to their own
devices, so we must also make the adherence path encouraged and fast. The reader
role in medicine [Burden et al. 2012], the WHO surgical time-out [Makary et al. 2006],
and the READ-DO or READ-CONFIRM practice in aviation [Gawande 2009]
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exemplify the attention regulator approach. In this approach, an agent (reader in
medicine, co-pilot in aviation) blocks, or regulates, progress until some action is taken.
Administering recurring drugs provides a frequent and important example. We
observed that frenetic pacing and multiple responsibilities caused medical teams to
sometimes forget to miss the time to re-dose, or forget about a prior dose and re-dose
too often. Some operating rooms rely completely on memory, others have a nurse
track dosages on a clipboard or whiteboard [Aronsky et al. 2008]. Precisely timed
attention to multiple activities is difficult for people, but easy for software. And timers
can serve as a clear, high-value draw that in turn engenders broader use.
We initially explored audio alarms, because they are more agnostic to physical
orientation. However, operating rooms are extremely noisy [Healey et al. 2006]: even
during routine operation, rock music combines with device alerts, social chat, and
work-related discussion. For example, anesthesiologists may be listening to the
surgeon while asking a nurse to call for an arterial blood gas, peripherally keeping an
ear out for the O2 saturation, but ignoring a false alarm from a different machine. We
also learned during our observations that currently there are no regulations on how
medical alarms should behave, so the alarm tone, volume, and frequency are as varied
as the device manufacturers. Crises make matters worse: though social chatter
dissipates and music is turned off, the number and frequency of genuine and false
alarms increases dramatically, as does the speed and volume of communication.
Consequently, “demanding” attention through an audio alert is often fruitless and
possibly detrimental. However, the medical professionals we talked to told us that,
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somewhat like pilots, they trained to cycle rapidly through the dashboard displays they
are responsible for, and a visual alert can be ready for them when they do.
Key Concept: Attention Aid

Given these complexities, our design shifted from checklists as attention
regulators to checklists as attention aids. To help medical teams maintain state,
Dynamic Procedure aids provide context-specific drug timers and alternate diagnoses
to consider. The timers embed dosage and countdown information at the relevant step
of the cognitive aid, concentrating relevant information where it’s needed (see Figure
7). Suggestions such as “consider _____ aid” flag medically similar diagnoses and
diagnoses the current condition may evolve into. These suggestions lower the cost of
switching to another aid. Suggestions also seek to discourage fixation on initial
diagnosis, a common issue under duress [Burian and D 2006; Gaba et al. 2001; Burian
2006]. Like the timers, Dynamic Procedure aids place these suggestions within the aid
at the relevant action step to facilitate their use.
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Chapter 4
Experiment 1: Test of Dynamic Procedure
aids for checklist guided procedures
How well is our design for dynamic aids (our further development of the
checklist idea) likely to work in practice? In this chapter, we test our design concept
by comparing it against current best practices as well as some alternatives. The most
ecologically valid test would be to use our aids in real emergency medical situations.
However, this alternative presents at least three problems. First, it is unethical to put
patients at risk with untested technology. Second, it could be expensive and take a
long time to run. And third, since each real situation would have unique factors and a
unique medical team, the situation is not well-controlled. Even the use of medical
simulators does not resolve this problem. Although we would gain more experimental
control, experimental tests would be too slow and expensive for iterative engineering
design. Sanders [1984] has eloquently discussed this tension between ecological
validity and the experimental control necessary to draw valid conclusions.
Our solution is to develop Narrative Simulation to investigate the hypotheses
that Dynamic Procedure aids would be easier to use, be used more frequently, and
would help doctors perform more effectively than their paper counterparts. Narrative
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Simulation—inspired by the MegaCode video training materials [ACLS-Algorithms
2012]—presents timed scenario slides in a linear fashion regardless of how the
participant responds. The participant sees a slide-based presentation which
automatically advances to tell the patient story. For example, they may initially learn
that the patient is a 64-year old male with a certain blood pressure and heart rate. Later,
the scenario presents that the patient’s heart rhythm has changed. The scenario slide
then asks the participant how they as the doctor will respond. The participant’s
response is recorded and assessed for accuracy. The system then presents the actual
action taken in the scenario and continues the story. This linearity and synchronization
enables comparison across participants and conditions at each step.
The goal of Narrative Simulation was to create a fast and inexpensive
evaluation that would allow us to test and compare the presentation-action aspects of
cognitive aids. Participants are asked to verbalize proper procedure under attentional
stress and time limits. These Narrative Simulation scenarios were designed to place
the participants in the role of team-lead for cardiac arrest crisis. Participants were
asked to act as the team leader and make decisions and judgments about treatment.
This allowed us to test aspects of cognitive aid usage and verify their merit before
investing in full medical teams and expensive simulation setup. Although not as
realistic as a high-fidelity medical simulation, the Narrative Simulation explicitly
incorporated narrative elements that emulate medical teamwork. For example,
scenarios explicitly involve virtual team members that report vitals and ask for next
steps.
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4.1.

Method

4.1.1. Participants

Thirty-seven people (28 M.D.’s and 9 medical students) were recruited from
our university to participate in this one-hour study: 20 female and 17 male, all trained
medical personnel. Participants included 2 fellows, 27 residents, and 9 medical
students. Participant specialties were distributed as follows: Internal Medicine (8),
Anesthesia (7), Emergency Medicine (7), Undecided (3), Surgery (2), Dermatology
(1), Radiology (1), and Urology (1). All were trained in Advanced Cardiac Life
Support (ACLS), which requires re-certification every 2 years. The distribution of
recertified participants was: two years ago (4), one year ago (13), in the current year
(16), and not yet certified (4). In this hospital, residents are responsible for running the
cardiac arrest response teams. These skills have a moderate number of opportunities
for practice: 2-4 cardiac arrests (codes) per month, in which residents may be involved
in only one of these every couple of months. This work is under human subjects
protocol IRB-25138.
4.1.2. Materials.

Pre-Study Survey. The pre-study survey asked participants for their (expected)
graduation year from medical school, medical specialty, date of first ACLS
certification, and date of their most recent ACLS certification. Participants were
counterbalanced based on their amount of ACLS training (group 1: zero or one
certifications, group 2: two or more).
Scenario Design and Slide Simulators. This study created narrative
encapsulations of authentic medical scenarios. Scenarios were designed to test
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participants’ medical knowledge and crisis management. These medical scenarios
were adapted from the MegaCode online training videos [ACLS-Algorithms 2012]
and modified by our medical collaborators.
In this simulator, scenario slides advance automatically every 5 seconds and
reveal information about the patient and how the crisis progresses. During the scenario
between 20 and 30 questions appear and participants are given 10 seconds to answer
them verbally. Questions that were not answered within the limit were counted as
incorrect. Regardless of how the user chose to act, the scenarios remain on a
predetermined narrative path.
In order to determine correct/incorrect scoring, we took three steps. First, we
generated a rubric with the help of our medical doctor collaborator who regularly
teaches and evaluates the crisis response material we were testing in the medical
school. Second, two graders did one third of the participants together to align their
expectations, and split the other two thirds equally. Finally, graders re-evaluated
ambiguous answers with the doctor who helped create the rubric.
Paper Cognitive Aids. In this condition, participants were provided with the
paper ACLS checklist aids developed by Gawande et al. [Ziewacz et al. 2011]. These
aids were chosen because they had been previously validated in the literature [Ziewacz
et al. 2011] and shown to support crisis teams responding to ACLS scenarios in highfidelity simulations. We printed the paper cognitive aids out on 8.5" x 11" paper and
laminated them so they would be sturdy and easy to handle. They were placed on a
table nearby, a common practice.
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Dynamic Procedure Aids. In the Dynamic condition, the slide simulator was
augmented with a second screen showing the Dynamic cognitive aid. To synchronize
with the Narrative Simulation, the Dynamic Procedure aid interface was presented on
pre-timed slides. These slides synchronized with the scenario slides, advancing as if a
nurse or reader were controlling the interface. The medical content in this condition
was substantively equivalent to the paper condition. Dynamic Procedure aid content
was based on existing paper aids, but the content focus dynamically changed based on
the scenario context. This approach allowed us to evaluate the proposed interface
design quickly with minimal implementation complexity.
Experimental Setting and Apparatus. The experimental room was configured
with an empty patient chair, a laptop displaying the scenario, and a secondary task
apparatus (see Figure 10). The scenario screen presented the simulation narrative and
prompted the participant with questions. Audio and video were recorded. In the
dynamic condition, an external display showed the Dynamic Procedure aid. One
laptop ran the checklist; a second ran the simulator questions; a third ran the secondary
task. In the paper condition, participants were provided with laminated paper aids on a
table.
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Figure 10: Overhead view of experimental setup with scenario [A] and displayed aid [B] (left). Participant
uses dynamic aid while responding to questions (right), with color task visible and adjacent.

Secondary Task. To simulate the additional cognitive load and multi-tasking
required in many crises, participants were required to attend to a secondary task. On a
separate screen, a filled circle randomly changed colors from gray to red, yellow, or
blue approximately 50 times during each scenario. Participants had 10 seconds to
press the color-labeled keyboard key corresponding to the correct color, changing it
back to gray. The required multi-tasking created an additional load on the participant’s
attention, since the participant had to physically turn to monitor the secondary task
display.
One of the concerns when using a secondary task is that how the participants
choose to focus their attention and effort becomes an uncontrollable confounding
variable when analyzing performance on the primary task. If one participant performs
well on the primary task and poorly on the secondary task, while another participant
performs well on the secondary task and poorly on the primary task, it becomes quite
difficult to compare them on their performance on the primary task. To mitigate this
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issue, the difficulty of the color task was chosen such that participants would
uniformly do well. It is then possible to compare performance on the primary task.
4.1.3. Procedure

Experimental Sequence. The experiment comprised the following steps:
consent form, pre-study survey, training, scenarios (Pneumonia, Syncope,
Unresponsive), followed by post-scenario surveys, post-study survey, and final
debriefing. Total participant time for the study was 1 hour. Simulation runs were audio
and video recorded. All participants were exposed to three screen-based simulations,
always in the same order. Nurses and other doctors were implicitly present in the
scenario design.
Training (10 mins). Participants were guided through a ten-minute training
period to familiarize themselves with the simulation slides, secondary task, paper
cognitive aids, and the dynamic checklists. Participants ran through two abbreviated
versions of ACLS slide simulations, first with paper cognitive aids and next with a
synchronized dynamic checklist.
User Scenarios (3 x 8 mins). The following outlines the sequence of medical
conditions presented in each scenario.

Male, 65, Pneumonia: Bradycardia, Asystole,
Ventricular Fibrillation (25 questions)
Male, 65, Syncope: Unstable Supraventricular
Tachycardia, Ventricular Fibrillation (25 questions)
Female, 78, Unresponsive: Ventricular Fibrillation,
Asystole, Ventricular Tachycardia (24 questions)
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Conditions. There were three conditions: the participants could receive
Dynamic Procedure aids, they could receive the paper aids, or they received no aid for
the scenario. Participants saw each condition once. Participant condition order was
counterbalanced using a latin square design. Participants in the conditions with aids
were told, "In this condition you will be given access to an Aid. It will be located here.”
They were not explicitly told they had to use the aids.
Post-Scenario Self-Assessment (3 x 1 min). After each scenario, participants
filled out a survey on their perceived performance for the secondary task and medical
scenario response. They were asked to respond to these three questions:

1. Out of fifty color changes, how many times do you
feel like you selected the incorrect color or missed one
entirely?
2. Out of thirty questions, how many questions do you
feel like you missed?
3. If you used a cognitive aid/checklist, how much do
you feel it changed your score on the questions? (give a
number positive or negative)

Post-Study Survey and Final Debriefing (10 mins). After the three scenarios,
participants filled out a final survey, including demographic information (gender),
open response questions about ACLS expertise, and about their checklist experience.
A grading rubric was used to score valid and invalid responses to scenario questions
such as “What is the next important step?” or “What is this [EKG] rhythm?” Partial
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credit was given depending on the timing of the response, and specificity (reduced
credit for incorrect dosage but appropriate drug or defibrillation). Graders were
research assistants familiar with the scenarios and the appropriate ACLS response.
Two different researchers reviewed the grades to ensure consistency and accuracy. All
materials required to replicate the experiment, including the secondary task, surveys,
scenarios, paper aids, Dynamic Procedure aids, and experimental protocols are
available online for download at https://hci.st/dpAid/study-2013
4.1.4. Statistical Analysis and Data Cleaning

All scores are reported as the percentage of correct trials. Results were
compared using fixed effects modeling3, a variety of linear regression. Our analysis
was done in R using the "lm" function. Unlike the t-test and similar to the ANOVA,
linear regression is able to account for the probability of multiple pair-wise tests being
true at the same time. In addition, these models have two benefits over a repeatedmeasures ANOVA. First, a linear model with only fixed effects can handle unbalanced
or missing data, and is otherwise equivalent to a multivariate ANOVA used for
repeated measures analysis. Fixed effects linear models are strictly more powerful
than an ANOVA. Second, random effects can be added to account for factors such as
participant and scenario differences that in practice cannot be exhaustively sampled
[Baayen et al. 2008]. In this dissertation we primarily use fixed-effects regression
models. Each reported result comprises three pieces: first, per-condition averages;
second, the effect-size β, indicating the slope difference reported by the mixed effects

3

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fixed_effects_model
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model; and third, the key statistic and p-value. Note that β is slightly different than
simply subtracting the condition averages because β incorporates the model’s estimate
of the underlying variation in the random and fixed effects.
Data Cleaning. Twenty-nine of 37 starting participants had data that we could
analyze across all scenarios: six had at least one of their scenarios removed due to
synchronization issues; and two were exposed to incorrect conditions. In the
Pneumonia scenario, we removed questions 16 to 24 from the analysis after
discovering that a software bug that caused Dynamic Procedure aids to get stuck in the
wrong state on those questions for all participants. We report the results after this data
cleaning.
4.2.

Results

Aid type. Dynamic Procedure aids reduced medical procedure errors.
Participants using Dynamic Procedure aids responded correctly significantly more
often than unaided participants did (79.6% vs 69.1% correct; β = 9.46, t(82) = 3.3,
p<.01), but those using paper aids were not statistically different than unaided (70.0%
vs 69.1%; β = .30, t(82) = .104, p = .92) (see Figure 11). Moreover, more use of the
Dynamic Procedure aid correlated with fewer errors (Adj R2 = 0.28, F(4,82) = 8.013, p
< .001).
Looking only at the first experimental scenario creates a between-subjects
comparison that avoids the risk of priming or fatigue affecting the data. When we use
data only from the first scenario, the effect of Dynamic Procedure aids becomes even
stronger: those using Dynamic Procedure aids responded correctly significantly more
often than unaided participants (80.0% vs. 63.6% correct; β=16.4, t( 26 ) = 4.3, p <
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0.01). Again, there was not a significant performance difference between paper aids
and no aids (67.6% vs. 63.6%;

β

= 3.95, t(26) = .974, p = .34).

Figure 11: Participants using Dynamic Procedure aids responded correctly significantly more often than
those using paper aids or no aid.

Significant factors and interaction Effects. To determine what factors were
important in predicting scores, we compared several different models. In R, to
compare two "lm" models, we used the "ANOVA" function on pairs of model outputs.
If the ANOVA was significant, that indicated the two models were different. By
incrementally adding in factors and interaction effects and testing for significance, we
found that scenario, experience level, and experimental condition were all important
for predicting score. In addition, the interaction between scenario and experience level,
the interaction between experience level and experimental condition, and the
interaction between experimental condition and scenario were all not significant. This
indicates that there were no significant interaction effects for these factors.
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Scenario difficulty. Scenarios varied in difficulty, as measured by error rate.
The Pneumonia and Syncope scenarios did not differ significantly (β = -1.2, t(82) = .042, p = .67), but the Unresponsive scenario was easier than the Pneumonia scenario
(β = 9.1, t(82) = 3.17, p < .01).
Experience. As might be expected, advanced medical personnel (residents and
fellows) had more correct trials than medical students when controlling for condition
and scenario (74% vs. 67%) (β = 8.3, t(80) = 2.81, p <.01).
Secondary task. Across all scenarios, participants successfully responded to
92% of colors. There was a learning effect: response rates improved as scenarios
progressed (88%, 93%, 97%). There was a marginally significant effect of condition
on the total missed responses on the secondary color task (85 dynamic, 88 none, 115
paper, χ2(2, n=30)=5.7, p=0.06).
Perceived Utility of Aids. Participants, according to the post-test survey,
perceived both paper aids and digital dynamic aids as beneficial. However,
participants perceived a larger increase in score when using Dynamic Procedural aids
(15.3%) than paper aids (4.4%) (t = -4.52, df = 56.0, p < .001).
4.3.

Experimental Discussion

4.3.1. Exploring the benefits of Dynamic aids

Overall, participants using Dynamic Procedure aids responded correctly
significantly more often in the simulated medical procedure than those using paper
checklists or no aids at all (79.6% to 70.0% and 69.1%). Dynamic Procedure aids
focus on four problem areas of medical checklists: ready access, rapid assimilation,
professional acceptance, and limited attention. We discuss observations related to each.
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Ready Access: paper aids can be tough to find, easy to lose, and inconvenient
to hold. Dynamic aids sought to mitigate this problem by giving participants a shared
display that always showed a relevant aid and resources. The study found that indeed
participants used Dynamic aids more than paper ones (mean 22.9 vs 18.1 times per
participant. t=-2.2, df=54, p-value < .05).
Rapid Assimilation: Current aids are slow to read and search, and this diverts
important attentional resources away from the patient. Dynamic aids sought to
mitigate this problem through its step-at-a-glance design pattern of cuing attention to
the current step, and placing all step-relevant information in that one location. To
achieve glanceability, we re-expressed the content of aids in an object-action stylized
language that places objects and actions at a consistent location.
The secondary task simulates the doctor’s multiple attentional demands. This
dual-task methodology converts attentional load into errors [Martin 2007].
Consequently, the Dynamic aids’ lower error rate suggests that the step-at-a-glance
pattern was effective in reducing attentional load.
Professional Acceptance: Dynamic aids feature a prominent digital
display that integrates multiple resources. This prominent presentation appears to have
been successful: participants estimated that Dynamic Procedure aids improved their
score by 15.3%; paper aids by 4.4%. This difference is significant (t = -4.52, df = 56.0,
p < .001). It is important that cognitive aids both improve performance and are
perceived to improve performance. Combined with the improvements in rapid
assimilation and integration with resource management, we believe the techniques in
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this interface can help earn acceptance for cognitive aids. One risk of studying people
who volunteer for research studies on cognitive aids is that it’s possible there was a
self-selection bias among participants. It will be important for future work to assess
the perceived efficacy in the broader medical community.
Limited Attention: Crises have multifarious activities competing for
scarce cognitive resources. Attentional overload more acutely affects people with less
training and practice, because each task requires more conscious effort and attention
[Ericsson and Lehmann 1996]. Consequently, a change in the novice/expert
performance spread often indicates a change in the attentional bandwidth required.
Improving newcomers’ performance is especially important because they commit
more errors [Phillips and Barker 2010]. In this study, unsurprisingly, doctors had a
higher accuracy rate than medical students (74.5% v. 67.0%, see Figure 12). However,
medical students’ performance increased far more with the Dynamic aid (21% for
students, 7.5% for doctors). This suggests that Dynamic aids are more attentionally
efficient, providing users with more headroom for the intrinsic demands of the tasks.
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Figure 12: While overall residents outperformed medical students, students received significantly larger
benefit from using Dynamic aids.

Note that medical students with Dynamic aids seemed to outperform more
experienced residents who also were provided Dynamic aids. One explanation is that
students trusted aids more and thus received more benefit. In contrast, residents may
have trusted their experience over aids.
4.3.2. (When) do paper aids help?

Notably, this study found no significant advantage of paper aids compared to
no aid. By contrast, several prior studies have found increases in team performance
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metrics and protocol adherence [Ziewacz et al. 2011; Harrison et al. 2006; Arriaga et
al. 2013]. We see three likely factors for this difference: usage, teams, and training.
First, this study did not force participants to use any aids, paper or Dynamic,
since the study was specifically interested in measuring voluntary use. In the Dynamic
condition, everyone referred to the aid at least ten times. By contrast, in the paper
condition, five participants used the aid fewer than ten times. When participants
elected not to use the aid, they were essentially placing themselves in a no-aid scenario.
A post-hoc t-test comparing infrequent (< 10 uses) and frequent (10 or more) paper aid
usage did not find a significant impact of aid usage on score. Future work should
explicitly assess the impact of mandated versus voluntary usage, as well as understand
the role of time pressure in checklist usage and assimilation.
The second difference is that prior studies have evaluated the impact of
cognitive aids on medical teams, which includes the coordination benefits that aids
may provide. This study measured individual performance—when by definition there
is no team coordination to be done.
The third difference is that prior studies probably offered more training with
the particular cognitive aids studied. In this study, participants received about two
minutes of training with each aid style. In the debriefing, participants often reported
that the factor most inhibiting their use of paper aids was lack of familiarity. Many had
different aids that they had practice with and therefore preferred. Given these
constraints, it is particularly striking that participants were able to use the digital aid
well with such minimal training. Aggregating the results of this study and the prior
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literature suggests that paper aids are valuable when used, but that underuse may
minimize their practical impact, and that digital aids may provide a smoother and
more effective adoption path.
4.3.3. Advantages and Limitations of Narrative Simulation

Narrative Simulation is a new style of evaluation for scenario driven
interfaces and knowledge, similar in scope to other peripheral display evaluation
techniques [Shami et al. 2005]. Other potential evaluation contexts used in medicine
are real surgery and high fidelity simulations. For our purposes, real surgery is not an
option. Real crisis situations are relatively rare (2 - 4 a month in our moderately sized
research hospital) so they are hard to schedule for. In addition, and perhaps more
importantly, life and death situations are not an appropriate initial testing ground for
novel interface concepts. Our discussion here will therefore focus on Narrative
Simulation and high-fidelity simulation.
In contrast to high-fidelity simulation, the goals for Narrative Simulation are
not high realism or perfect understanding of a full system in context, but rather the
rapid evaluation of novel components to enable rapid design iterations. A strength of
Narrative Simulation is its relative speed. A single moderator can run participants on
multiple scenarios in an hour and use of the tool can be observed. By contrast, high
fidelity simulations require eight to twelve supporting doctors and staff in order to test
two people at a time and require up to an hour for each scenario and debrief. In using
Narrative Simulation, we follow standard engineering practice of iteratively designing
and testing progressively more integrated prototypes in progressively more realistic
application environments [Dym et al. 2013]. The development of systems passes
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through a sequence of testing methods. In the aerospace industry, for example, this
sort of testing has been formalized in terms of “Technology Readiness Levels”
[Mankins 1995; Layton 2003]. Our use of Narrative Simulation would correspond
roughly to Technology Readiness Level 3, Analytical and experimental critical
function and/or characteristic proof-of-concept. The use of high fidelity medical
simulators for testing a mature prototype system might correspond to Technology
Readiness Level 6, System/subsystem model or prototype demonstrated in a relevant
environment. Use in a real crisis might correspond to Technology Readiness Level 7,
System prototype demonstration in an operational environment.
Beyond development speed and expense, Narrative Simulation helps address
the tension between experimental control and ecological validity. Narrative Simulation
may, in fact, produce more relevant information in a more controlled environment.
Thus, Narrative Simulation is not an alternative to high fidelity simulation but a
complement that enables rapid, experimentally controlled studies to be paired with
ecologically valid studies enabled by the high fidelity simulator, a point that has been
eloquently argued by Sanders [1984]. For example, Narrative Simulation allows easy
comparison between participants. All participants are asked exactly the same questions
at exactly the same time in the simulation after seeing exactly the same information.
By contrast, high-fidelity simulations are an intricate dance between doctors behind
the scenes controlling patient vitals and giving instructions to the doctors and nurses in
the room who are playing supporting roles, while the doctors in the hot seat are
reacting and making treatment decisions. Much like real life, no two high-fidelity
simulations are exactly the same after ten minutes.
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Narrative Simulations have other clear trade-offs in comparison to high-fidelity
simulation. High-fidelity simulation is used to study coordination and communication
issues in dyads [Manser et al. 2009] and at our research hospital it is used for training
and maintenance for larger teams [Gaba et al. 2001; Gaba et al. 1994]. Our evaluations
were on individuals on their role within a simulated team environment, which means
that issues of coordination and communication are difficult to evaluate. In principle,
Narrative Simulations could be designed to be run on dyads, as high-fidelity
simulations are. This would require specific understanding of the dynamics that were
being simulated, but provides an interesting avenue for future work.
Finally, participants’ performance in high-fidelity simulations is often scored
by actions that relate to improved patient outcome [Manser et al. 2009; Harrison et al.
2006; Ziewacz et al. 2011]. Narrative Simulation scores performance by answering
questions about best practice treatment steps. This emulates a common practice in
medical education, where medical students are questioned verbally in clinical settings
to assess knowledge and familiarity with procedures [Wear et al. 2005]. Low-fidelity
simulation techniques such as screen-based, interactive medical simulation software
have been shown to improve, and relate to, performance in higher-fidelity simulation
environments [Nyssen et al. 2002].
Thus, while this Narrative Simulation study found significant benefits of
Dynamic Procedure aids, future work should evaluate them using methods that
compliment Narrative Simulation and broaden our understanding of when they are
useful.
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Chapter 5
Experiment 2: Testing RapidRead Design
with Eye-Tracking
In addition to their role in guiding the execution of medical procedures,
cognitive aids also contain information, such as drug doses, machine settings, and
diagnostic or other information that the medical team may need to extract quickly. In
this chapter, we refine the design of dynamic aids and codify a set of heuristic rules for
generating them. We then test their performance for information abstraction tasks
using response time and eye movement analysis. Two experiments with medical
participants were conducted in a laboratory equipped with an eye-tracker. The first
experiment compared time performance, eye-traces, and memory retention for five
alternative checklist designs. From the results, we distilled three key design principles
to support rapid reading and instantiated them in a new design style. A follow-up
experiment tested retention and compared the original designs to this redesigned style.
Applying these principles–which we refer to as RapidRead–reduced variance in
response times, importantly, minimizing the frequency of slow responses.
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5.1.

Making Checklists Fast

In routine, self-paced tasks slow checklists might be an inconvenience. In
externally-paced tasks like driving and surgery, the longer you are diverted from your
primary task, the slower your response time will be during critical events possibly
leading to severe consequences [Monk et al. 2008; Horrey and Wickens 2007;
Wickens and McCarley 2007].
Medical Crisis checklists have additional challenges. Human bodies are
complex and treatment can’t be as linear as checklists for engineered processes [Gaba
et al. 1994], there is nearly always a large treatment team with a mix of specialties
[ibid], interruptions are common [Chisholm et al. 2000; Healey et al. 2006], and
checklists aren’t yet enforced in most hospitals [Gawande 2009]. This means that
medical crisis checklist usage is not a prescribed Read-Do as it is in routine cases or
aviation, but rather it is a Do-Confirm or just a lookup tool for infrequently performed
steps.
How fast do crisis checklists need to be? There hasn’t been a formal study of
the impact of checklist speed on patient outcome, so we have to look to related
domains. In aviation, there has been several accidents where slow, difficult to read
checklists contributed to the problem [Degani 1992] and flight crew speed in
accessing, reading, comprehending, and executing procedures impacts saftey during
emergency or abnormal conditions [de Ree 1991]. In driving safely literature,
extensive studies on driver’s gaze, accidents, and in car interfaces have shown that offroad gaze time correlates with more accidents [Green 2002; Green 1999; Horrey and
Wickens 2007]. Furthermore, the longer that reading a checklist diverts from the
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primary task, the higher the chance of prospective memory errors [Wickens and
McCarley 2007; Dismukes and Nowinski 2007]. Finally, the ability to rapidly acquire
information from external resources increases people’s usage [Kalnikaité and
Whittaker 2007; Verdaasdonk et al. 2009; Sparrow et al. 2011], which is important for
reducing errors and ensuring up-to-date responses. The work in these other domains
all support the conclusion that checklists should be designed to be fast in order to
minimally distract gaze from the monitoring and treating the patient.

Figure 13: This aid was designed with the RapidRead principles: design patterns that yielded fast, lowvariance response times, with predictable, efficient gaze paths (circles & lines)

Work on paper checklists in aviation has focused on the importance of good
typography in making checklists easy and fast to read [Degani 1992]. In medicine,
design advice, in the form of a checklist for making checklists [Gawande 2013],
provides guidelines distilled from experience, such as using “fewer than 10 items per
pause point”.
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The empirical work on designing crisis checklists, while expanding, is still thin.
No prior work has compared alternative layout styles, and none of these guidelines
have been empirically tested. This chapter has two major contributions towards these
goals: a formative set of comparative measurements of information-finding tasks, and
a set of design patterns found in these checklists that empirically improve performance
on these tasks.
First this chapter describes RapidRead design principles, which seek to achieve
those goals through structured object-action presentation and consistent design. Then,
the first experiment compares five alternative checklist presentation styles from the
literature: Standard Text [Ziewacz et al. 2011], Modified Standard, Color Block [Chu
and Fuller 2011], Pictographic [Chu and Harrison 2012], and Dynamic Focus (see
chapter 3). These aids are all focused on treating Advanced Cardiac Life Support
(ACLS) medical crisis response. The within-subjects study with medical professionals
(n=13) found Dynamic Focus aids to be fastest. Eye-tracking analysis showed the
importance of clear visual navigation paths, anchors, and rapid scanning (see Figure
13). A second experiment compared the Dynamic Focus aids with a new design that
applied the RapidRead principles to those Dynamic aids. This revision further reduced
performance variation. We discuss reasons for these benefits, reflect on our
combination of performance and eye-tracking data, and conclude with future work.
5.2.

RapidRead Design Principles

RapidRead principles combine design patterns found in existing ACLS aids,
principles derived from human perception and multitasking research, and close
collaboration with medical doctors. Some of these principles were briefly sketched in
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Chapter 3, and were then refined by observing other aid designs and using the analysis
from the first part of the study that compares the five different procedure aid designs.
These techniques are designed to increase the speed of searching for
information on demand in procedure aids. The design concept of fitting a checklist or
cognitive aid step into a multi-tasking cycle we call a step-at-a-glance user interface.
The RapidRead design concept combines three techniques:
1. Expressing the medical information concisely in a stereotyped linguistic format
called object-action language;
2. Mapping knowledge into graphically-defined information patches to increase
speed of search; and
3. Dynamically adding detail near the doctor’s place of focus while reducing it
elsewhere, called focus+context.
The compact object-action language frees space on the display and visual
chunks grouped for faster search by providing a short verbal handle. Visual chunks
constrain visual search and this effect is amplified by the dynamic adjustment of
focus+context.
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Figure 14: Configuration checklist for a large commercial aircraft [National Transportation Safety Board,
1988]. This checklist shows an early example of object-action language.

5.2.1. Object-Action Language

This pattern is a codification of a common design pattern from aviation
checklists. Figure 14 shows an example of an aviation checklist for an MD-80 airliner.
It emphasizes the configuration of the airplane for take-off, landing, etc. On the left of
each column is an object; on the right is an action to be taken with respect to that
object, most often expressed as a configuration state to which it is to be set. For
example:
BRAKES ................................. SET
WINDSHIELD HEAT ............. ON
The language of this checklist is compact, even terse. This compactness has at
least four advantages: (1) more checklist steps can be fit in a small space, (2) the
checklist can be searched quickly for some setting because the objects of the search
are aligned on a single page, and (3) the steps are quick to read because literary
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variants of the steps have been reduced to a single canonical form, and (4) the left side
can be used verbally to refer to the whole in conversation.
We can use a variant of this idea in our medical checklists. For example, the
more usual checklist language,
Increase FiO2 to 100%
Verify ischemia with 12 lead EKG if possible
could be re-expressed as
FiO2
Ischemia

↑100%
Verify
Use 12-lead EKG.

We call this object-action notation.
Drug parameter sub-language. Drug dosages appear frequently in checklist
statements. Misreading these statements is so consequential that it is necessary to have
a special canonical way of expressing dosages. In this sublanguage, the drug name is
given (even if this is a repeat of the object), followed by the dose and units (in square
brackets if it is an interval), followed by special instructions like ‘IV’ or ‘max dosage’
or a complicated dosing protocol.

Calcium chloride 1g IV
Epinephrine [2~10µg/min]
Machine Parameter sub-language. Generally, the machine name will appear as
the object and the action will relate to the parameter of the machine and either be of
the form “Parameter = Value” or “Parameter: Action”. For example:
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Pacer

Electrodes: Place on chest
Mode = Pacer
Current: Increase mA until capture

Figure 15: RapidDynamic aid principles: patches highlighted

5.2.2. Visual Information Patches

It is also important to design the aid to be rapidly searchable. Our basic
concept here is to create visual patches that limit the search for target information to a
smaller region. Several of these regions overlap, so different techniques are required to
separate them.
Procedure blocks. Procedure blocks group a small number of procedural steps
(up to five) into a block. Blocks can be of several types: do immediately blocks,
treatment blocks, or diagnostic blocks. Procedure blocks have a subtly colored
background that serves the two functions of identifying the block type and of using a
low spatial frequency region to define the patch perceptually. By current theory, the
human visual system has two separate pathways, a focal or “what” pathway and an
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ambient or “where” pathway [Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982; Tovée 2008]. The “what”
pathway uses the full range of spatial frequencies whereas the ambient mode is
activated by low spatial frequencies such as by stimulating large areas of the visual
field [Leibowitz et al. 1984].
Drug patches. We add a gray (low spatial frequency) background under the
drug parameter specification to enhance its searchability (see Figure 15).
Object patches. We wish to make a searchable patch for these, but they cross
over the patches we have defined for procedure blocks. The solution is to use Tufte’s
concept of layering and separation [Tufte 1990]; in this case, using a heavy typeface
for objects together with a light typeface for other elements and separating them into
two columns (see Figure 15).
5.2.3. Dynamic Focus+Context Patches

The previous techniques can be implemented in static media. The
Focus+Context technique [Card 2013; Card et al. 1999; Furnas 1981] is dynamic,
displaying greater detail for elements to which the doctor is attending.
5.3.

Experiment 2 Part 1: Task Time Measurement

The first experiment compared five different sets of checklists in a withinsubjects experiment on medical professionals. This laboratory experiment asked
participants to find information embedded in procedure aids for Advanced Cardiac
Life Support (ACLS) [Neumar et al. 2010]. ACLS was chosen due to its ubiquity and
importance—medical doctors often are required to complete a course in ACLS before
graduation, while EMTs are familiar with the related BLS (Basic Life Support).
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Prior to the experiment, the design of each of the pre-existing four aid styles
was analyzed. A set of design patterns, described prior to this, were formulated. Based
on these design patterns we created a fifth style of aid that attempted to take the
content and gross layout of the Standard Text aids [Ziewacz et al. 2011] but improve
the structure using the object-action pattern and the information patch pattern.
We hypothesized that the Dynamic Focus aid would be faster than the other
styles because the Dynamic Focus design pattern. reduces the amount of information
displayed at one time. The other aid styles could not incorporate the Dynamic Focus
design pattern because they are all constrained to paper. Furthermore, we, were unable
to use this design pattern. We also hypothesized that the Updated Standard and Color
Block aids would be faster than the Standard Text aids due to increased structure, and
that the Pictographic aids would perform faster than the Standard Text on questions
where the images were easily interpretable, but slower on other questions where the
images were not easy to interpret.
5.3.1. Method

Participants

To ensure a level of understanding and familiarity with aid content (terms and
abbreviations), the 13 participants comprised 2 emergency medical technicians and 11
medical doctors. For taking part in the first experiment, participants were compensated
$40.
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Figure 16: Asystole/Pulseless Electrical Activity aid, style comparison:
(a) Standard Text,
(b) Modified Standard,
(c) Color Block,
(d) Pictographic,
(e) Dynamic Focus

Materials

The experiment compared five presentation styles:
Standard Text. This set of aids was judged to be current best practice for standard
paper aids [Ziewacz et al. 2011] (see Figure 16a).
Modified Standard. A variant of the standard text aids that we created to explore the
effect of structured presentation. They derive most content and layout from the
standard text aids, but distill their presentation into an abridged object-action
format (see Figure 16b).
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Color Block. These aids were developed independently of the standard text aids. The
color block aids used color and visual design to delineate different conceptual
chunks [Chu and Fuller 2011] (see Figure 16c).
Pictographic. These aids have similar content and wording to the color block aids, but
have drastically differing visual presentation. The Pictographic aids use graphical
images for each step of the checklist in addition to textual information as a way to
provide visual landmarks [Chu and Harrison 2012] (see Figure 16d).
Dynamic Focus. These aids also draw their content from the Color Block aids. They
streamline and structure the text, similar to the Modified Standard aids. They
dynamically focus the display on the current step, showing greater detail at greater
size; other steps are shown smaller and with less detail (see Figure 16e).
All styles were presented on the same 22" display. They were each given the
same resolution density on screen. For example, one page of the Standard checklist aid
used the same number of pixels as one page of the Modified Standard aid, and half the
pixels of a two page Pictographic aid.
Procedure

Design. In a within-subjects Latin square design, participants were timed
answering 15 information-lookup questions for each of five distinct styles of medical
aids, totaling 75 questions.
There were five types of questions ranging from simple lookup to more
difficult questions requiring some inference:
(1) Drug Parameter (“What is the correct dose for atropine?”)
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(2) Machine Parameter (“What rate should the pacer be set to?”)
(3) Procedure Parameter (“What is the appropriate ventilation rate during CPR?”)
(4) Drug Selection (“What drug and dose would you use to treat a calcium channel
blocker overdose?”)
(5) Procedure Diagnosis (“In pulmonary thrombosis, how do you rule out right
ventricle failure?”)
To ensure that responses were not remembered but found on the aid itself,
question answers were altered. For example, instead of putting down the correct
Epinephrine drug dosage of 1mg, we put down a similar number like 2mg. Questions
spanned 4 ACLS topics: Pulseless Electrical Activity (4), Supraventricular
Tachycardia (3), VT/VF (4), and Bradycardia (4). A full list of questions is available
online4.
Sequence. After a short pre-study questionnaire to record demographic
information (occupation and years of experience), participants were given two
example questions as a brief training. Participants were seated in a chair at a fixed
distance of approximately 24" from a 22" wide-screen monitor with a resolution of
1680 pixels x 1050 pixels. Participants paced themselves using a keyboard. After
reading a question, they pressed the spacebar to show the aid. Once they had found the
answer, they said the answer aloud, and pressed the spacebar again to advance to the
next question. The experiment measured response time for answers as the interval
between spacebar presses. In addition, each session was videotaped and eyemovements were captured from the participants using a SMI RED eye-tracker. This

4

List of questions: https://gist.github.com/icogaid/6604919
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eye-tracker requires no restraint or equipment to be worn by the participant and is
accurate to approximately .5~1 degree of arc.
Measures

The primary measure was the time participants took to locate the requested
piece of information within the aid. Response times were compared using a fixedeffects linear model that uses participant, question, and condition. Second, we
analyzed the data by comparing the fraction of responses that exceed task-relevant
thresholds–10 and 20 seconds. Third, we compare variation in response times using
the coefficient of variation. This metric is useful as it scales the standard deviation by
the mean, allowing easy comparison between conditions. Threshold and variation
analyses are important for paced tasks like crisis response and driving to measure the
likelihood that an information task fits into a safe cycle time for diverting attention
from the primary task [Salvucci and Taatgen 2010].
Table 2: Response times (in seconds) for different question type and aid style. The symbol ± indicates
coefficient of variation, defined as the standard deviation divided by the mean.

Mean ± Coefficient Drug
of Variation
Parameter
(s)
Dynamic Focus
3.9 ± 39%
Color Block
6.0 ± 41%
Pictographic
7.7 ± 48%
Modified Standard 7.1 ± 58%
Standard Text
8.9 ± 53%

Machine
Parameter
(s)
5.9 ± 52%
7.3 ± 57%
8.2 ± 49%
8.4 ± 75%
6.9 ± 56%

Procedure
Parameter
(s)
4.7 ± 40%
8.6 ± 71%
9.3 ± 79%
12.0 ± 85%
12.0 ± 100%

Drug
Selection
(s)
8.6 ± 59%
9.4 ± 59%
9.3 ± 61%
8.9 ± 45%
10.0 ± 59%

Mean

>10 s >20 s

(s)
5.7 ± 50%
8.1 ± 60%
9.0 ± 59%
9.1 ± 70%
9.6 ± 69%

(%)
10
22
30
31
34

Mean

8.0 ± 61%

8.6 ± 77%

9.3 ± 55%

8.3 ± 65% 25

6.8 ± 53%

(%)
0.0
4.3
6.8
7.3
7.3
5.1

5.3.2. Results

The Dynamic Focus aid response times were the fastest: 41% faster (avg. 5.7s)
than the Standard Text aid (avg. 9.6s). This difference was statistically significant (β
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= -4.3, t(796) = -6.8, p<.001). The Color Block aid was 16% faster (β = -1.5, t(796) =
-2.4, p<.05) than Standard Text. The average response times for the remaining aids
were statistically indistinguishable from the Standard Text aid.
The mean time to use all aids was 8.3s, varying from 5.7s for the Dynamic
Focus aid to 9.6s for the Standard Text checklist aid (see Table 2). Since long answer
times are particularly dangerous, we describe what percent of trials exceed 10 or 20
seconds. The mean percent of tasks taking longer than 20 seconds was 25% and
ranged from 0% for the Dynamic aid to 34% for the Standard Text checklist aid.
Answer response times were log-normally distributed: for the log-transformed
distribution, skewness was 0.5 and the excess kurtosis was 0.1, both close to the
values of 0 we would expect for skewness and excess kurtosis in a normal distribution,
demonstrating that the distribution of the log of the data can be reasonably analyzed as
a normal distribution. For all of the statistical analyses that depend on data normality,
we have taken the log of the data before doing these analyses.
5.4.

Discussion

Our hypothesis, that they Dynamic Focus aids would be the fastest, proved true.
Our hypothesis that the Object Action aids would be faster than the Standard Text aids
was not substantiated. Our hypothesis that the Color Block aids would be faster than
the Standard aids was also substantiated. The Pictographic aids had mixed results in
comparison to the Standard aids.
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Why were the Dynamic aids so much faster?

Each of the checklist styles sought to effectively present information. Which
attributes correlated with faster search? The eye traces highlight three strategies that
appear to have been effective. Successful designs reduced searchers’ eye movements
by laying out a search path, quickly guiding them to a salient patch, or reducing the
effort of digesting information once found.

Figure 17: Structure of object column patches stands out in gaze data.

Consistent structure

Consistent with information foraging theory [Pirolli 2007], we observed that
most eye traces comprised a broad scanning phase to locate the right information patch,
followed by focused consumption of that patch’s information. Figure 17 shows how
the consistent presentation using the object-action language and object patch format
speeded participants’ scanning. Participants’ eyes followed the object column until
they found the drug name, then moved to the action column to read the dosage
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information. By contrast, the standard text aids have less visual structure, which
required participants to exhaustively scan all of the text rather than just the anchors
(see Figure 18).

Figure 18: Low visual structure results in less gaze structure.

Figure 19: Gaze paths for the Color Block aid suggest that visual chunking helps guide participant’.
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Clear Blocks

Information blocks help participants find information faster. By containing
related information, blocks allow participants to quickly dismiss or focus on a patch.
In Figure 19, the participant quickly dismissed 3 blocks before locking onto the
treatment box.
Only the necessary information

Reducing the amount of information makes choices easier [Hick 1952]. In
static paper layouts, there is a tradeoff between the amount of information available
and the search complexity. Dynamically expanding step-relevant information and
minimizing irrelevant information sped participants’ search (see Figure 20).

Figure 20: Dynamic Focus demonstrates fast convergence

5.4.1. Troubleshooting Cognitive Aids

This study also illuminated design flaws and opportunities for improvement in
all of the aid styles. By analyzing questions with highly differential response times
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across the designs, we could focus on places where information design had a
significant impact. In Figure 21, points along the y=x line indicate questions where
response times for an aid were equivalent to the Standard Aid. This more interesting
points to look at are those in the top-left or bottom-right of these graphs, because these
indicate questions where a design is performs much better or much worse than the
Standard aids. Here are three especially salient design issues identified with response
time data and understood using the eye-tracking data. These issues highlight useful
design patterns, or anti-patterns, that can be used to improve aid design.

Figure 21: A comparison of mean answer times (seconds) of questions from each aid style to Standard
(plotted along y=x). Points below the line y=x indicate response times faster than Standard. Dynamic (right)
was fastest, but each style performed well on some questions.
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Figure 22: (top) Modified Standard: Answer aligns with eye-gaze (bottom) Color Block: Answer not aligned
with primary gaze.

Finding when visual paths can help or hinder

The first design issue was with failing to group procedure information in the
same patch, which resulted in participants spending long periods of time looking in the
wrong place on the aid. For the question, “What is the appropriate ventilation rate
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during CPR for a patient in PEA?”, the Modified Standard aids had average response
time of 6.1s, median 5.1s, and sd of 3.0s. The Color Block had many more slow
responses, with an average of 15.9s, median 11.7s, and sd 13.2s. What led to this large
difference?
The heat maps reveal that the Modified Standard aid had all CPR related
information in one procedure block, and that’s where people spent nearly all of their
time looking (see Figure 22). In contrast, participants using the Color Block aid spent
most of their time looking in one procedure block which had CPR related information
though the answer was in another procedure block.
Lost without an anchor

The second anti-pattern was having key information in block titles that were
visually de-accentuated, which resulted in participants repeatedly scanning over the
information (see Figure 23). For the question, “Patient is in unstable SVT. Should
shock be synchronized or unsynchronized for a narrow complex regular rhythm?”, the
Dynamic aid had average response time of 8.9s, median 7.8 sec, and sd of 3.2s. The
Modified Standard aid had average 18.7s, median 19.1s, and sd 6.5s.
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Figure 23: (top) Dynamic Focus (bottom) Modified Standard

In the Modified Standard aid, the key information—that the shock should be
‘unsynchronized’—is located in a small font, all caps, and as a block title that many
people missed when scanning to the larger bold items just below (see Figure 23). It
also breaks one of the implicit ideas within the RapidRead, which is that all actionable
information should be located in the right column of the object-action form of the
procedure item and that titles and object parts of the item are used to support faster
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visual navigation of the aid by providing context. In the Dynamic Focus example, the
line with the ‘unsynch’ is highlighted, has bold key terms, and the entire line is not
capitalized, helping users to quickly scan and find the information. In addition, even
though there are no object patches in this Dynamic aid, the key information is still
phrased as an easily identifiable object and then an action. This helps users find it and
understand it quickly.

Figure 24: (top) Dynamic Focus (bottom) Standard Text
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Support rapid scanning

A third design issue was the display of machine parameter settings, especially
when they were repeated or split into multiple information blocks. This resulted in a
new design pattern for the RapidRead principles. For the question, “How many Joules
should you shock at?” the Dynamic Focus aid had average response time of 4.8s,
median 4.6 sec, and sd of 1.6s. The Standard Text aid had average 18.7s, median 17.3s,
and sd 13.7s.
The heat map images in Figure 24 shows a large contrast in the behavior of
participants across the two conditions. When using the Dynamic aid participants
efficient. They first hit the title ‘Defibrillate’ and then looked to the right to see the
number of Joules. By contrast, when using the Standard Text aid, participants spent
time looking in 4 separate areas. This was because machine parameter information
was spread over three different sections. The largest distractor was the middle right,
where there was a block of information titled ‘Defibrillator’ that didn’t contain the
shock setting. The second distractor was the top right box, titled “During CPR”. The
actual content was located along the left hand column. Repetition within this column
seemed to hurt rather than help search time as participants would sometimes crosscheck the different repetitions to make sure they were getting the right answer.
5.5.

Experiment 2 Part 2: Improved Aids

The RapidRead principles were updated based on the previous three case
studies and similar analysis. The machine parameter sub-language was added and the
object patches pattern was validated through evaluation. This raised the question:
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would re-applying these guidelines to one of the sets of aids result in improved
performance?
The Dynamic Focus aid set was the best instantiation of the RapidRead
principles, so we updated it to our new guidelines and created a revised version called
RapidDynamic. In this version we included object patches, drug patches, the drug
parameter sub-language, and the machine parameter sub-language.
5.5.1. Method

Participants

Eleven of the thirteen participants from the first experiment returned for the
follow-up study. For taking part in the second experiment, participants were
compensated $40.
Materials

The new RapidDynamic design was created to compare to the Dynamic. The
presentation format was the same as the first experiment.
Procedure

We tested participants on a comparison between the original Dynamic design
and the RapidDynamic redesign that used design principles derived from our first
experiment.
5.5.2. Results

Dynamic averaged 3.7s with a sd of 4.2 and a coefficient of variance of 0.57.
RapidDynamic averaged 3.1s with a sd of 0.95 and a coefficient of variance of 0.29.
The difference between the means was not significant, but the difference between the
variance of the two was highly significant (F(48,48)=3.4, p < 0.001).
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5.5.3. Discussion

RapidDynamic was not statistically faster, but importantly had significantly
reduced variance. For paced task environments like crisis medicine, this can be even
more important than increasing average speed. The time difference between a task that
takes 8 seconds and one that takes 10 is pretty minor, but if the task takes 30 or 60
seconds even one time it can be disastrous. By increasing the consistency of the design,
our RapidRead techniques try to reduce those outliers and make aids more dependable.
In the eye traces we saw the same behavioral changes between the Dynamic and
RapidDynamic aids as is visible between the Standard Text and Modified Standard
aids in Figure 17 and Figure 18.
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Chapter 6
Dynamic Procedure Aids

6.1.

Benefits of Dynamic Aids

From our studies, we note examples of ways that digital aids help.
Digital aids can track changes in best practices and protocols. Medical best
practices change frequently, so even a doctor who perfectly recalls medical school
knowledge may not have an up-to-date response. Take, for instance, cardiac arrest.
Here is a setup and question from our study:
You are 10 minutes into treating a cardiac arrest. The
patient’s heart is in ventricular fibrillation, a heart
rhythm that can be fixed by defibrillation. In the
scenario your team has just shocked the patient and it
looks like the patient’s heart rhythm has returned to
normal. What do you do next?
Two answers are generally given here. The first is to check the patient for a
pulse. This answer is given because although the patient’s heart monitor shows a
normal (sinus) rhythm, the electrical rhythm may not cause the heart to beat and
generate a blood pressure sufficient to detect by feeling for a pulse. If the patient has a
pulse, he or she does not require further treatment using this aid. If not, the patient is
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still in cardiac arrest. Prior to 2010, best practice was to check for pulse and rhythm
changes immediately after shock, but later research showed this was not the best
treatment. It is better to immediately perform 2 more minutes of post-shock CPR for
all patients that have been in cardiac arrest, even if they have a pulse [Neumar et al.
2010]. This led to a protocol change in 2010. The current protocol answer is to always
perform CPR after shocking the patient, with a possible exception when the patient
has been in cardiac arrest for less than one minute.
Performing CPR before checking for a pulse (the hoped-for outcome of the
shock) is both counter-intuitive and counter to previous training for many participants.
The 24 participants trained in ACLS before 2010 initially learned a protocol that is no
longer current. Consequently, it is likely to be performed incorrectly without a
reminder. The results reflect this: 9 of the 11 participants who saw this in the Dynamic
condition responded correctly; while only 3 of 10 in the paper condition and 2 of 8 in
the no-aid condition responded correctly. One benefit of digital aids is that revisions
can instantly propagate globally as knowledge evolves.
Digital aids can provide access to more information. Participants often forgot
specifics of the protocol such as dosing, timing, joules, and appropriate ordering. A
paper aid has to fit and display all of the specifics for all situations. A Dynamic aid
can track the changing scenario and provide appropriate detail in real-time, without the
clutter of unnecessary details.
Digital aids can reduce costs and variability of information access. Paper aids
can be tough to find, easy to lose, and inconvenient to hold. Two different participants
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dropped the paper aids on the floor while trying to use them, multiple participants
missed questions while trying to look for information in the paper aids, and some
participants became so frustrated after first use that they put them down permanently.
Digital aids (and simulation) help the low performers more. An important goal
of medical crisis response—and many technology scaffolds—“is to raise up the lowest
performers to the level of the average performers” [Harrison 2012]. As we saw,
medical students without aids performed the worst, and aids helped their performance
dramatically.
Digital aids combine with simulation for effective training. This thesis
introduced the Narrative Simulation approach for evaluating crisis response. Three
attributes led us to this approach. First, the consistent structure of the scenarioresponse approach enables us to elicit situated medical responses and compare them
across participants. Second, the enforced pacing maintains an element of realism in
terms of timing, and helps assess and support people’s performance under tight time
demands. Third, Narrative Simulation is a relatively fast and cheap technique for
training and evaluation. Clearly, higher-fidelity approaches also have value by helping
doctors practice motor skills in a physically authentic venue. Our experience has been
that simulations provide an excellent venue for introducing and evaluating digital aids.
Using aids and simulation together helps both training and research. This insight
builds on several decades of research into simulators for crisis response [Degani and
Wiener 1993; Gaba et al. 2001], and we hope future researchers will find it valuable to
build on the strategies introduced here.
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Since we have discussed the training benefits of Dynamic aids, we should
address a related concern: will checklists and other aids de-skill experts? People as far
back as Socrates have worried that knowledge recorded on paper and other media will
become a crutch that de-skills memory [Plato et al. 1961] (though it is only through
recorded media do we know this view). However, with checklists as with books, this
isn’t a zero-sum game. Yes, people “delegate” the memory of some knowledge to
recorded media when they believe they can access it later [Sparrow et al. 2011]. Given
the fragile nature of memory, this is often a wise choice. Concurrently, people
strengthen their information search, assessment, and integration skills—improving the
quality of diagnosis and treatment.
Another worry is that checklists, whether paper or software-based, could
increase error rates, or change the kinds of errors that are more likely. For example, a
team leader could overfocus on a paper checklist and subsequently respond more
slowly to unexpected events, or they could use the incorrect checklist. A low-ranking
staff member charged with the role of reading checklists aloud [Burden et al. 2012]
may feel uneasy speaking up, leading to missed steps or diagnoses. Social challenges
aside, in practice checklists have shown to be useful in a number of medical tasks,
even though best practices for checklist use have yet to be formalized. In crisis
situations, both paper and software aids have the benefit of being non-blocking. In
other words, people using aids can always choose to focus elsewhere and they will not
be worse off than if they had no aids at all.
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6.2.

Generalizing Dynamic Aids

This thesis introduced Dynamic Procedural aids: shared displays give
procedures a quickly findable location and facilitate communications and coordination
for the team. Step-at-a-glance allows for rapid assimilation at minimal load of
procedure steps while multi-tasking with the main task. Resources-at-a-glance allows
for rapid access to resources while multi-tasking. Attention triage provides support for
the allocation of attention.
The interface paradigm responds to the characteristics of complex perilous
procedures, specifically operating rooms and Code Blue hospital emergencies, but its
parts are abstractable and can be applied to other HCI applications. We can abstract
the basic design concepts from the instantiation for this application as:

Abstraction

Instantiation

Shared Displays

Mirrored stadium displays using crash cart

Step-at-a-Glance

Read checklist step in a glance, simplify display,
focus on current context, object/action checklist
language

Resource-at-a-Glance

Access resource unit in a glance, OR team names,
supply stocks, lab orders

Attention Aids

Drug timers

We could re-apply the paradigm to other suitable applications. For example,
perhaps the most common paced, perilous task is driving. Using the Dynamic Aids
frame to analyze a GPS display enables us to see how these same components
coordinate to mitigate drivers’ attentional burden. The components are as follows:
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Abstraction

Instantiation

Shared Display

Car GPS display

Steps-at-a-Glance

Turn by turn instructions

Resource-at-a-Glance

Road names, estimated arrival time, coffee shop
locations

Attention Aids

Display update, spoken turn-by-turn

GPS navigation, unlike paper maps, provides a quickly findable display that
can usually be seen by both drivers and passengers. Like dpAid, input is often best
delegated to the person in the support role (a nurse or passenger). Turn-by-turn
navigation reveals directions with step-at-a-glance. Information readouts provide
resources-at-a-glance, like estimated arrival time, current gas mileage, and potential
locations to stop (for e.g., gas, money, or coffee). The car’s current location is
displayed with a large, easily-found marker, helping to triage attention. While driving
a car is not nearly as complex as performing surgery, mistakes often result in death or
injury, and the role played by electronic devices in driver distraction and automobile
accidents is of particular concern. GPS systems or smartphones may cause driver
distraction and lead to accidents. Driving is what we might call a routine perilous
procedure. There are many potential designs for reducing attentional load and other
benefits. As we have done in this thesis, Narrative Simulation could be used to quickly
compare such designs to find the best improvements.
6.3.

The Future of Dynamic Aids

As adoption of smartphones, tablets, and heads-up displays increases, medical
practice during emergency events will also continue to evolve. Smartphones can
provide doctors with critical information about a patient, serve as a communication
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channel, and also provide cognitive aids tailored to the situation. Similarly, heads-up
displays may one day replace the 20th century pager, and serve as a delivery
mechanism for the private use of cognitive aids. On the other end of the visibility
spectrum, wall-sized displays and pixels everywhere—from digital drapes to wearable
computing—provide ways to increase shared understanding and visibility of important
information. While our focus has been on medical aids, the Dynamic aid user interface
paradigm was designed to be broadly useful for designing real-time assistive userinterfaces.
Deploying checklists and other cognitive aids through software has broad
benefits for authoring, sharing and distributing best practices. One of the major
challenges of creating excellent checklists is that someone who is an expert in both
medicine and graphic design must individually craft them. This limitation prevents
site-specific checklists, impedes their broader creation, and slows their revision as
medical knowledge evolves. Encoding best layout practices in software enables more
medical experts to participate in checklist creation and revision, and digital
distribution can speed their adoption around the world. Digital aids also support
automatic recording of medical procedures. Looking further into the future, Dynamic
Procedure aids may help reveal new correlations between treatment and outcome. This
additional information could help medical professionals make the best situationspecific decisions.
Designing tools to support crisis response can be a challenge given the paced,
high-risk, multi-tasking and team-reliance of the medical domain. Digital aids offer
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the ability to reduce the impedance between a doctor’s needs and the information
shown, to improve adoption, and to increase awareness.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future work
Digital checklists can add value through four key areas: being readily
accessible on large screen and personal displays, being easy to rapidly assimilate,
getting professional acceptance through providing additional resources, and having
functionality such as timers that can help doctors with limited available attention. The
RapidRead design guidelines provide specific advice on making both digital and paper
checklists more consistent and faster to use.
Success is measured differently for each of these four challenges. Adoption of
a successful aid will only occur when the use of that aid is both practically
advantageous and culturally acceptable; therefore, aids must be both unobtrusive and
efficient to use. When serving emergency responders for whom milliseconds matter, it
is even more challenging to meet these practical and “cultural buy-in” goals.
Narrative Simulation provides an inexpensive way to evaluate checklists while
maintaining important characteristics of the real crisis scenarios. Eye tracking provides
detailed information about how the design of checklists impacts the speed and
consistency with which people are able to find information.
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I did this thesis work as a joint project with a second PhD student. We worked
with a larger interdisciplinary team of computer scientists and doctors through a
process of participatory design. Through this work we learned about the strengths of
interdisciplinary work, such as combining design expertise with domain expertise, as
well as the challenges, like aligning goals and expectations.
This work has implications for the future of medicine, as well as other domains
where checklists can be used as a reminder or process, a safety net, or a way to
scaffold expertise.
Looking forward, there remains a lot of interesting follow-up work on
Dynamic Procedure aids, designing checklists, and personalizing crisis response
displays.
7.1.

Summary of contributions

This thesis makes contributions in three areas:
•

Dynamic Procedure aids address four key issues in crisis response: ready
access, rapid assimilation, professional acceptance, and limited attention. Two
studies found that show how Dynamic Procedure aids perform better than
paper aid styles in both Narrative Simulations and information-finding tasks.

•

Based on observation work, we created the RapidRead design guidelines,
which feature a consistent object-action presentation structure. A study using
an eye-tracker setup compared 5 checklist layouts. It found that the presence of
design patterns like object-action language, information patches, and
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focus+contex improved response time and showed more structured gaze
patterns.
•

We developed Narrative Simulation, a scenario-driven evaluation technique. It
works well for domains where usage with a system happens over a period of
time, and sub-pieces of the scenario are not readily isolated without loss of
context. Potential applications include testing of ubicomp or high-risk
interfaces where you can’t easily test in the natural setting.

7.2.
Reflections on interdisciplinary work, participatory design,
Narrative Simulation, rapid prototyping and doing a joint thesis
Through the process of doing research on Dynamic Procedure aids we begin to
understand drawbacks and advantages of our process. We take a moment here to
reflect on several of our choices.
7.2.1. Interdisciplinary work

While many interesting problems are contained within the field of computer
science, computers have the potential to solve critical problems and have huge impact
in many other domains. One of the critical features for making this happen is
assembling research groups that contain deep knowledge in both computer science and
the domain of application. In our work we have applied human computer interaction
principles to the domain of medical crisis response. Our insights and successes would
not have been possible without an interdisciplinary team working together. Digital
checklist design for medicine requires good understanding of what computers can
contribute that paper is not already doing, and it also requires good understanding of
current treatment algorithms and socio-cultural best practices in medicine.
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One of the reasons why our collaboration worked well is that both teams had
complementary domain expertise. The doctors were experts in designing and using
cognitive aids, while the computer science team had expertise in creating interactive
digital applications.
In our collaboration, the computer science group was responsible for design
iterations between full team design sessions, doing initial versions, bringing new
perspective and problem solving techniques to the medical domain, implementing
design changes, deciding on the eventual measuring stick that was used to evaluate the
project, and interpreting those results. The computer science side focused a lot on how
digital aids could be different from paper aids, based on a long literature in HCI of
digital losing to paper when you try to replace paper. The computer science team,
especially Stu Card, systematized the cognitive aids in order to simplify and
standardize their creation.
Doctors contributed their domain and design expertise in a number of ways:
•

Identifying and highlighting errors in observations of high-fidelity simulations.
They explained both what was normal and what was abnormal in scenario
response and where they had seen errors in scenario response and in cognitive
aid use.

•

Giving feedback on designs for digital cognitive aids. Forming opinions on
how doctors might use aids based on their own experience. Deciding what
pieces were critical for designs and which were distractions.
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•

Providing paper cognitive aids, both in terms of design and wording of those
aids. These designs represented a tremendous amount of work and were the
primary reason the CS team was able to quickly dive into the core issues
instead of having to worry about producing the aid content from scratch.
Designs also provided a comparison point for identifying design elements
contributing to better aids.

•

Helping design scenarios for Narrative Simulation.
Interdisciplinary work also can pose extra challenges. In particular, different

research areas have different metrics that are important to them. For our medical
collaborators, the important metric is very applied: in a real (or very realistic) crisis
response, whether cognitive aids improve patient morbidity and reduce doctor errors.
In human computer interaction, the important metric is different: how does the design
of cognitive aids impact meaningful behavioral change for the doctors during crisis
response? These goals are not contrary, but it can be the crux of a good collaboration
to create research plans that address the concerns of both domains.
7.2.2. Participatory design with lead users

Interdisciplinary collaboration can take many forms, but ours was participatory
design [Muller 2003]. Our collaborators from the medical side can be considered lead
users when it comes to paper cognitive aids because they have created and used their
own [Von Hippel 2006].
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Our particular participatory design process was inspired by conversations with
Wendy MacKay. While not explicitly based on previous work, our participatory
design process closely followed the trajectory of Kristensen et al [2006].
We started with observations of medical crisis scenarios, where the computer
science team was engaged with the domain. In addition, we had design meetings
where the medical team engaged with the design process. Both of these types of
meetings helped create “shared knowledge” between the teams as a means of
supporting understanding, reflection, and design ideation [Kyng 1994].
Our design meetings took two different forms. The first form was a working
session that was in a design space. In these sessions designs were presented and
reflected upon, scenarios of use were discussed, and new designs were conceived of
and sketched out. The second form, similar to what is called ‘Future Labs’ [Büscher et
al. 2004], involved working through designs, scenarios of use, and creating new
designs in the actual space where they would be used. In this case, we used the
simulation lab space used for the high-fidelity simulations and observations of crisis
response.
Given the nature of our interdisciplinary collaboration, participatory design
was absolutely the right choice for us. Given the opportunity to repeat the experience,
I would focus on improving our process in one specific way. Due to the tools involved
in the design process, the computer science team did much of the between-session
design work. This led to a final result that was more aligned with the problems that the
computer science team was trying to solve, notably scalability and generalizability to
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similar domains. Von Hippel notes this challenge by observing how designs created
for a broader category of users don’t always optimize perfectly for individual users
[Von Hippel 2006].
How could we have further put the medical team in the designers seat?
Building tools to create cognitive aids earlier in the process might have accomplished
this. Then many different doctors could have tried building their own dynamic and
interactive aids for many different uses, leading to a series of specialized solutions that
could have then informed our own designs. Another way would have been to build
tools for creating evaluations. This way the doctors could have built their own
Narrative Simulations and used them for their own studies, as well as helped improve
the quality of our Narrative Simulations.
7.2.3. Narrative Simulation

The Narrative Simulation technique for running studies turned out to work
quite well. While it would have been too costly in terms of both time and money to
run all participants through high-fidelity simulations, we were able to collect data on
many participants by using Narrative Simulations.
This reduction in cost comes at the price of ecological validity in two ways.
First, participants were run as individuals rather than teams, so there was no way to
study communication and coordination aspects of checklist use. Having the
participants work as individuals rather than teams vastly simplified our analysis and
gave us a good picture of standard checklist usage given. The trade-off was that we
could neither understand how teamwork complicated checklist usage and created
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errors, nor could we look at how teamwork improved checklist usage and reduced
errors.
Second, participants verbalized their treatment decisions rather than physically
taking the steps required for treatment. Stated another way, we chose to test
declarative knowledge rather than procedural knowledge or situated knowledge. This
complicates our interpretation to some extent because what people know is dependent
on their context [Hutchins 1996]. Given that doctors would, for example, make more
errors remembering to restart CPR if they can’t actually see the people doing CPR, we
would expect them to make more errors in our study than in a real crisis situation. Our
initial goal was to show that our checklists could reduce errors, so having increased
errors, as a baseline, doesn’t hurt our findings.
7.2.4. Two PhDs on a joint thesis

It is impossible to underestimate the amount of momentum that comes from
having co-collaborator for a thesis project. The major benefit is not that work for each
individual is lessened through delegation, but rather the ability to always have a
sounding board and co-contributor in analysis available. This rapid iteration on ideas
is far more valuable than a simple division of labor because it helps zero in on good
ideas more quickly, minimizing time wasted on inferior ideas.
The main challenge in doing a joint thesis is good communication, as it is with
all good collaborations, partnerships, and group projects. Here I mean good
communication in two specific ways: first, in terms of the work each party has been
doing independently. It is easy to see that both parties are contributing equally when
the work is performed together, but when team members are working separately,
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balance of work can quickly come into question. One possible way to solve this is by
scheduling regular check-ins to discuss progress and problems. The second way I
mean communication is to make ownership explicit. I do not mean that one person
works on only their own piece, although that could be one method of distributing labor,
but rather that each party owns a piece of the work. This also would also mean that
when a paper is being published, it is clear who is going to be the first author on that
paper well prior to submission. In fact, it should be clear before the writing of the coauthored paper is started, and potentially even before the study has been run.
7.3.

Implications of this work in medicine and beyond

7.3.1. Implications of these conclusions in medicine

This dissertation introduced techniques for managing complexity and
improving team coordination in crisis response. As complexity and teamwork
increases in medicine, we believe that the findings of this thesis will be increasingly
utilized.
Paper checklists are currently a successful strategy, but in the long term it isn’t
a viable strategy to continue to use only paper checklists. Having books of checklists
for every situation and complex machine you can encounter quickly becomes
unreasonable both in terms of physical space and in terms of the time it takes to locate
any one of these checklist aids. Similarly, while increasing specialization creates more
manageable knowledge groupings for people to deal with, it makes it harder to spot
problems borne by cross specializations and fosters increased coordination and
communication challenges when treating these problems.
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Computer-based cognitive aids have the ability to improve these issues. If we
extrapolate from our success in ACLS, we can imagine seeing Dynamic Procedure
aids in many other areas of medical practice in which we currently see checklists
taking hold. However, computer-based aids are in their infancy. Understanding the
design and performance of paper aids can contribute greatly to our understanding of
how to design and use computer-based aids.
In addition, there is a major opportunity for Dynamic Procedure aids that can’t
be handled with paper aids. Dynamic Procedure aids have the unique opportunity to
support cross-task cognitive aids. By using commonly linked tasks, or common
exceptions to tasks, computer-based aids can seamlessly transition between the
different tasks that might need to be performed. For example, you’re in the middle of
treating Bradycardia and your patient’s heart stops. The PEA/Asystole aid is available
at a touch. Or you’ve just arrived at a situation and you need to quickly find the
Malignant Hyperthermia aid out of the hundreds of available aids. You can quickly
find aids based on name or symptoms. Or, you’ve fixated on one diagnosis and
treatment without considering another possible cause. Or, you might be treating a
hypertensive patient and wish to bring up all aids matching the currently available
symptoms in order to see what the next most discriminative symptom to check might
be.
Checklists are the way to help, and they can help with tasks beyond mindlessly
following a set of steps. Checklists are a way to augment decision making in addition
to reminding doctors of all relevant steps, because sometimes the relevant step in a
treatment algorithm is to decide what to do next, or to consider several treatment
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actions and choose the most appropriate one based on the experience and expertise of
the doctor.
The end goal is to bring information to the fingertips. To make information
more readily available in any kind of situation, whether it’s crisis response or doing
routine paperwork. The ability of “augmented” doctors to quickly find and utilize
information using checklists is absolutely the future, and Dynamic Procedure aids
have an opportunity to be part of the mechanism through which this happens. Perhaps
more importantly, the principles that we have derived in this work are largely
applicable to other information finding and checklist creation in the medical domain.
7.3.2. Where else might these conclusions be valid

While some of our conclusions are specific to the operating room context
where we worked, many apply to other domains.
Rehearsing situations

Aids can be a training aid in addition to an in-situ aid. They can be a way to
step through procedure steps either during downtime or en-route / just prior to a
situation where you will perform the task outlined by the aid.
Checklists for training

Beyond the fact that practicing with an aid will improve your ability to use that
aid in real-world situations, practicing itself may benefit from using an aid.
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Cooking instructions

Cooking is simply performing a time-constrained series of tasks where you
must remember amounts and preparation for each step. Dynamic Procedure aid
techniques would apply very naturally to a dynamic cooking aid.
Pushing back into aviation

While a lot of insight came from looking at the work on checklists for aviation,
the Dynamic checklist work synthesized and extended that work in novel ways. Using
findings from the Dynamic aid work, it would be possible to go back and design
improved electronic aviation aids.
Non-time constrained instructions

While Dynamic Procedure aids were designed for crisis response situations,
designs would easily work for non-crisis step-by-step tasks. For example: Lego
instructions, a guide to set up your own web server, a guide to using GIT to manage
your code sharing, or a guide to repair your iPhone’s power button.
Design for glanceble displays

One of the key design requirements for the Dynamic aid project was that the
visual display was quickly glanceable, both to find information and to re-find your
place. Thus, RapidRead principles should go beyond just checklists to any peripheral
information displays that should be rapidly glanceable. It should be noted that there
may be other principles that are useful for glanceable displays that don’t fall under
RapidRead principles because RapidRead was designed for a subtype of glanceable
displays.
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Other settings where you have one large screen display controlled for all by
one person

Another aspect of Dynamic Procedure aids that can be transferred to other
projects is how it uses a large-screen display for team awareness but uses an
administrator as the controller. Other domains where this might be useful are control
rooms (NASA, SpaceX, utility grids, power plants), software design / programming
teams, or anything where team awareness is useful for maintaining good collaboration.
This is in contrast with much of the related work on single display groupware where
the single display is used as the main workspace for the group rather than as a
peripheral information and coordination display.
7.4.

Future work

The following are some open questions and some speculation as to what we
expect based on our current findings.
As future work, the evaluation could be re-run in a more naturalistic setting,
with a full interactive software system.

The studies presented in this dissertation measured the efficacy of novel aid
styles once the right aid has been located. An important direction for future work is to
measure the efficacy of techniques to locate the correct aid. We know that if the aid is
showing the correct information in the correct state it is fast to find, but we haven’t
shown that if the aid is showing the wrong information it is no slower than current
paper-based cognitive aids. Based on our trials operating the aid in the high-fidelity
simulations, we believe that this is a reasonable assumption, but further evaluation of
realistic interaction needs to be done. We have performed trials in high-fidelity
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simulations where a confederate in a reader role controlled the aid. The success of
these initial studies is encouraging and requires further study.
How will Dynamic Procedure aids compare to existing paper designs in highfidelity simulations?

We believe that the Dynamic Procedure aids will perform better than paper
aids in high-fidelity simulations. Paper aids improve performance, and there is a
correlation between the amount paper aids are used and the amount they help. Since
we’ve designed and evaluated how fast and easy it is to use the Dynamic Procedure
aids, we believe that this will translate to the full high-fidelity simulations. One of the
major hurdles will be to make sure that the aids are on point, and easy to keep that way.
One larger goal would be the construction of a predictive theory capable of
estimating time required based on a model of user behavior and visual design. This
would be especially useful for rapidly supporting diverse devices.

While we have developed some theory around how design impacts
performance in crisis domains, it would be extremely useful to develop further theory
on how we can model user behavior in relation to visual design characteristics as a
way to estimate time to find, understand, and act on information within cognitive aids.
This would allow automated testing of cognitive aids and even optimization of
cognitive aid designs. This builds on work on predicting eye-movements [Foulsham
and Underwood 2008] and predicting interaction behavior performance [Card and
Moran 1986].
Will personalization of digital aids help adoption or performance?

We have discussed literature which indicates that performance suffers when
checklist are implemented without respect for the culture in which they will be used
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[Verdaasdonk et al. 2009]. We think that straightforward modifications to the
procedures in the Dynamic Procedure aids to match local or personal practice will
make it much easier to transition the culture and workflow of the hospital into using
the aids. Matching best practice with all those personal lists, or keeping those personal
lists up to date when best practice changes, will require some amount of local
overhead. But automatically changing lists that haven’t been personalized, and
requiring integrations of new information into lists that have been personalized can
minimize this cost.
How does performance in Narrative Simulations relate to real crisis
performance?

One primary concern with Narrative Simulations evaluation is the risk that
differences the simulation and crisis response will change how aids are used. While
we believe the Narrative Simulations capture the important characteristics relevant to
the doctor using the cognitive aid, future work should test this explicitly.
A similar line of work has been done for high-fidelity simulations, which
found that stress levels are similar between real crisis situations and their simulation
counter-parts [Kharasch et al. 2011; Bong et al. 2010]. This provides one metric to
compare our Narrative Simulations to high-fidelity simulations. Another useful
comparison would be to compare individual performance between them and see if
there is a correlation.
While not a direct measure of comparison between types of simulations, it
would also be interesting to see if repeated exposure to Narrative Simulations
improved performance during high-fidelity simulations.
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Dynamic Procedure aids are fast to use when they are showing the correct
information, but is it difficult to keep them always showing the right information?

While qualitative evaluations were done in high-fidelity simulations, our
Narrative Simulations and information-finding tasks did not directly measure the
interaction cost of our Dynamic design. Specifically, we did not look at the cost of
finding information when the Dynamic aid was not showing the information that the
participant was looking for. This is also a concern when thinking about page turning
cost for paper designs that span multiple pages in order to display more information or
display the information less densely.
Informally, in the high-fidelity simulations it was straight-forward to keep the
right information displayed when it was needed, as was assumed in the studies. Future
work should exercise the breadth of aid navigation more thoroughly. Another useful
measure would be to repeat the Narrative Simulation studies where we asked
participants to control the interface directly rather than having it implicitly controlled
by a teammate operator. While this wouldn’t match the real world as closely, it would
give a reasonable evaluation of how difficult it is to control the system and keep the
display showing the correct information.
How might personal heads-up displays help coordinate teams using Dynamic
Procedure aids?

There are two continuing challenges with our current design that may be
solved by utilizing personal heads-up displays. First, the large screen needs to show all
information relevant to all team members, or barring that, the most important
information across a set of team members that are using the aid. However, personally
worn heads-up displays, such as Google Glass, provide an opportunity to augment the
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large screen display with a small amount of personalized information. For the team
leader, this might be the next step from the checklist, for the pharmacist this might be
the next drug and dosage that needs to be drawn up, and for the person doing CPR the
heads-up display might show a measure of their CPR quality.
The second opportunity is for notifications. It is very challenging for a large
screen display designed as a peripheral support tool to the main task to capture
attention. The system must rely on the doctors checking in regularly to see things like
the next step or the drug timers that keep track of when dosages are due. With
wearable computers, such as heads-up displays, you can always be in the doctor’s field
of vision, or have an audio output that only one person can hear. This means that you
can have more assurance that your alerts will be seen while they are still relevant
without disrupting the entire team.
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